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Appendix 1

Letter (roe the author and reply (roe the Centre (or Neeearch to

Securities Prices, University of Chicago, concerning incorporation of

dividends into daily returns.
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Ref: sa-5.6/ac

5 June 1992

The Information Officer
Cent re for Research In Security Prices
Graduate School of Business

University of Chicago
Chicago
IL60637
USA
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Dear Slr/Kadaa

I aa conducting research using dally UK shars price end aarket Index data and
aa trying to find a aodel for hov to Incorporate dividends into eetlauitee of
dally returns. Aa your dally return Avaxbere for US shares and aarkete are
widely used, you obviously have a satisfactory aethod of Including dividends.
I would be aost grateful If you could explain what this la or supply a
reference which does so. I have already searched for one extensively but
without success. Tour assistance would be greatly appreciated.

Yours faithfully

S E Aral tags
Lecturer In Finance



The I'nuTtvty of Qu ago

(if sduatr School of fkuuacsa
Om!« (« Rnc-*feh in Snwut P(*n

1101 Eau Sneer. Omsjd lUawMitatibV
312 702 7273 312 702 '46'

June 16. 1992

Mr. Scth Armitage
Department of Business Studies
The University of Edinburgh
William Robertson Building
50 George Square
Edinburgh EH8 9JY
United Kingdom

Dear Mr Arraiuge

Chir return series is a simple holding period return I've enclosed a page from our current User's Guide
which describes our return calculation What u unique, catrerncly valuable. and proprietary tt the
amount of work we have done to identify over 200 different type* of cash adjustments, d(l), and pmr
adjustment factors, f(t) A great deal of time has been spent by a number of Chicago's fatuity in
determining just bow these factors effect the value of a security We don't have similar knowledge
regarding UK corporate actions I'm afraid we can't be of much immediate help

I've also enclosed a brochure describing our current line of research datafUca and a price list The
brochure briefly describes the CRSP Data Files We are in the process of preparing an etpando) prcaluci
information booklet and you will be sent one as soon as it tt available To obtain any of the CRM'
dtufilcs. jrcu eest first Mgr.; auhecr'ptijc agreer-ent If you s-rild lite tr arute a vahe ir;,rf«»o. place
call our Assistant Business Manager. Ms t tnda Stone at (312)702-7467

David Fialkow
General Marat
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30 C*SP STOCK FILE GUIDE
0

*BT () Holding period return REAL

A return b the change In the total value of an Investment In i common stock over htmt

period of time per dolltr of Initial Investment. RET (I) It the return for a sale on day
I. It b based on a purchase on the most recent time previous to I when the security had
a valid price. Usually, this time is I - 1.

Returns are calculated as follows:

For time t (a holding period), let
f' « time of last available price < I

r(t) ■ return on purchase at tsale at /
p(t) ■ last sale price or closing bid/atk average at time f
d(t) « cash adjustment for t
/ft) • price adjustment factor for I

then

xo

(' b usually one period before l, but /' can be up to ten periods before ( If (here are no
valid prices in the interval.

A scries of special return codes specify (he reason a return b misting

ABT(0 REASON FOR MISSING RETURN

-660 more than 10 periods between time f and the time of (he
preceding price /'

-77.0 txX trading on the current exchange at time /
-ftSO no return, array index / not within range of DEGRET and

EHDRET
-99.0 missing return due to missing price at lime t

c



Appendix 2

Letter troe Profaiior Jl MacLeod concerning taaetlon of litre

returns.
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Mr. Scth Armitagc. 28 July 1992
Department of Business Studies.
The University of Edinburgh. JSM/UO04TC
William Robertson Building,
50 George Square.
EDINBURGH EH8 9JY.

Dear Mr. Armitagc.

Thank you for your letter of 22 July. The best way of dealing with the points raised in your
letter, I think, is for me to set out briefly the las treatment of each category of investor. as
follows:-

Pension Funds arc exempt from U K t.nation on income and capital gams Income tat
suffered on income received, such as loan stock interest, and ACT suffered on dividends
from U.K. companies, is refunded The treatment of pension business earned on by life
insurance companies is dealt with in the nest paragraph

Ijfc Insurance Companies arc subject to u rather complicated tat system which drvsdes
business (broadly) between life insurance business and pension business life insurance
profits consist of investment income and capital gains attributable to life insurance business,
less expenses of management. Investment income and gams attributable to life busmen arc
taxed at 25%. Normally, a life company will be able to recover some of the income ta« paid
by deduction on income received, or ACT suffered on U K. company dividends received,
because of its expenses of management. In a proprietary life company, that ts. a company
with shareholders, any life fund profits which arc not held for the benefit of life fund policy
holders, arc liable at normal corporation tax rates, that is, 33% where profits cscccd £1 25m.
with a lower percentage rate where profits arc below that figure, subject to a minimum of
25% for profits of £250,000 or less In a mutual life company, that is. a company without
shareholders, the 25% rate apply to all profits from life assurance business Profits from
pension business arc determined on actuarial principles, with investment income and capital
gains treated as trading receipts Investment income and gam attributable to pension
business arc tax free, to the extent that they arc either held in reserve, or applied in paying
policyholders claims or bonuses In practice, all pension fund investment income and gams
arc free of U K. tax so long as they arc held for pension fund policyholders Where,
hirwevcr. profits arc diverted to shareholders, the normal corporation tax rates apply•
Insurance companies arc entitled to make provisional claims for repayment of tax suffered
by deduction on income received, including ACT or drvsdcnds received from U K rnudrnt
companies. Repayments of tax arc made quarterly throughout the accounting pcr*«d
There arc. howc.er. some quite complicated rules to prevent a life insurance company
artificially diverting profit from life insurance business to pension business So alihough in
theory pension business investment income and gains arc free of I K tax. in practice. »« »
often found that some tax is payable You asked about the proportion of profits bcid for
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the benefit of shareholders, but I am afraid I do not have the statistics to answer that

question. You can assume, however, that profits attributable to shareholders in life
assurance companies would normally equal the whole of (he dividend payable to shareholders
each year, it is bound to be quite a significant sum although, of course, a relatively small
proportion of the total investment income received by the life companies. As to the
proportion of total life business represented by pension business, once again I do not have
the information available to answer that question, but the proportion must be high. For
example, Scottish Equitablc's business is about 80'c {tension business, and I would be
surprised to find any insurance company of substance where pension business did not amount
to at least half of the total.

General insurance companies are liable to corporation tiu at normal rates, that is. up to
33%. Investment income and capital gains arc treated as trading receipts If the amount of
tax deducted at source, including ACT suffered on U K. company dividends, cscceds the
total tax liability (which is the norm at the moment because of substantial general insurance
claims) (he excess (ax suffered by deduction is refunded

Authorised Unit Trusts arc exempt from U K (a* on capital gains They pay corporation
tax at 25% only on investment income received less expenses of management. Where
expenses of management arc set off against income which has been received under deduction
of tax, the tax suffered by deduction, including ACT on dividends from other U K.
companies, is refunded.

Investment trust companies arc exempt from UK tax on capital gams They pay
corporation tax on investment income, less expenses of management, at normal corporation
tax rates, that is. up to 33%. It is a general principle of U K tax law that a U K resident
company is Q2J liable to corporation tat on dividends which it receives from another U K
resident company. Such income is called 'franked investment income* The ACT suffered
on franked investment income may be (I) repaid if the company has excess expenses or
losses or (2) used to 'frank* the ACT which the company has to pay on (he dividends wfhich
it pays to its shareholders. Accordingly, investment trust companies arc not liable to
corporation lax on dividends received from other U K resident companies

Other U.K. resident companies arc liable to corporation tas on investment income and
capital gains at normal corporation tax rales but dividends received from other U K. resident
companies arc Q2J liable to corporation tax again

Charities are exempt from U.K. tax on investment income and capital gam, provided that the
income and g...ns arc, or arc to be. used for charitable purposes

Individuals arc liable to U K income tax, at rates up to 40%, on income and capita) gains
The first 15,000 of capital gains made in any tax year arc exempt Where income has been
received under deduction of tax. the tax deducted at source, including A(T suffered on
dividends received, is treated at a credit against the tndroduaft tat liability for the year If.
therefore, the indrvidual is table to income tat at 25% only, no further tat tt due If part
of hit income it exempt from ut. for example, because of mortgage interest relief or
personal allowances, tome of the tax suffered by deduction on income received will he
recoverable.
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Oversea* shareholder* arc normally exempt from U K tax on capital gam*, except ft* capital
gain* on the dnposal of a\*cl held or uied for the purpose* of a business earned on here
In principle, individual* resident abroad arc liable to U K income tax on dividend* and
interest from U.K. source*. But where the individual rcndei in a country with which the
U.K. ha* a double taxation treaty, the amount of U K tsu payable, if any. i* likely to be
*mall. For example, interest paid from the U K. to a Dutch resident it exempt fiom U K.
income tax, because of the U.K..Dutch double taxation treaty Mutl mtvdein double
taxation treaties also provide for a foreign thurcholdci to h.«*c refunded to htm a proportion
of the ACT suffered on hi* dividend.

I suspect that what I have said in ihtt letter t* more or lex* the inmc a* you mid in your*
If, however, you have any remaining question*, please write again

Your* sincerely.

Professor J S. MacLeod

JSM.MF
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Appendix 3

ANNOUNCEMENTS RELATING TO SYNDICATED LOANS TO UR CQMRANIFtf
IN BVBrWKKK, IFrrr.RtATKWAL rifiAAClWJ R£V1I& AND

riKAAClAL TlHXSt !>•»->!

MOTES ON RECORD IMO Of IMEORXATIOM

IntDimat lort Included

Amount. The amount recorded La the total mi iaua amount of the

facility, including uncoaaitted portiona. There ia a caee for

recording only the aeount committed Out thia le not a 1 way# reported

and the total aeount ia always given eoel emphasis. Change# in total

and committed aeount a during ayndicatlon are noted. for ineiease#

which are explicitly to eaiating fee lilt lea, the aeount of the

increaae ia given rather than the new total. for facilitiea which

are described aa refinance or part refinance or aa replacing an

earlier facility, the full aeount of the new facility la recorded.

Tern. Thia la uaually reported at bum at age. though sometimes

not in the firat report of the announcement date. In the freguent

caaea in which pert a of the loan have different maturit lea, the tore

recorded la the average weighted by amount due aa a proportion of the

total. Some faciiltlea are described aa evergreen, which means that

at each review date the original tern la renewed, provided the

syndicate agrees. In these caaea the original tern ia given, since

the renewals are discretionary.

Status. The stage of syndication to which an announcement

refers is described by one of the following phrases, which are in

progress order.

Rumoured i for any loan about which the report auggeets uncertainty,

The word itself le often used.

Mandated! a benh, or sometime# two, has agreed to lead a syndication

which has not yet begun. Unfortunately it is not usually stated

whether the loan ha# been .r.a«f«ir itten.

underwritten! always recorded if reported, instead of 'mandated or

n synd". Mhen reported, the lead ban's has usually assembled a

t



maAll group of unde r wr It ing tmr.ua prior to launching ij#nei *1

syndication. ft somet i«e# emerges in subsequent reports that a loan

was underwritten but if this was not indicated at the tlee, the

original designation stands.

In ayndi the loan Is in syndication.

Synd clommdi the lead bank has ended syndication but no signing date

la reported.

To be signed; recorded when a signing date Is reported.

Signadt date given when available.

Arrangmdi for when the status is unclear. Subsequent reports conflre

most 'arranged' or 'completed* facilities have been signed or have

closed syndication, but for a few it eesne underwritten.

If there Is a discrepancy between the two tteget ines in the status,

the one recorded is froe the announcement with the earlier date.

Comment. This gives the purpose of the loan and the nature of

any changes. As with the tern, the purpose is included even if it

did not feature in the first report but was mm toned subsequent 1 y.

No comment is made If the purpose is described as 'general corporate

purpose a" or something stellar or if no purpoae la given.

Inform*11on Mot IncIndex!

Typm of facility. There seems little point in recording the

type. The majority in 1908 and 1909 were noraj these became eaich

less costeon in 1990 and 1991, being replaced by simple revolving

credits. Other types of facility which occur are term loans, note

issuance facilities (Nirsi, guarantees and a number of unayndtrated

bilateral loana. Thera are not many wife in the liati although not

strictly loans, they are included becaoao they are underwritten by

banks and, unlike bond issues. are operated as an on-going commitment

to purchase notes issued by the borrower during the t».» of the

facility, which is ssveral years. If the bank la unable to ael1 the

notes, its eaposurs to the borrower is the same » under a runeitte)

loan, and a bank would view the credit riak Of a Nlf mm identical.

Commercial paper fee lilt lee. though, are not included becavee they

are not underwritten

10



nargma and f**i. It was decided, After »uch thought, not to

Include these in the list despite their potent;s1 for conveying

informalion. They sre only reported in shout hsif the esses. Gut

there is s sort serious problem. Pricing indeed reflects the

perceived creditworthiness of the borrower end differences in pricing

between borrowers could serve ss s rough prosy for credit ratings.

But pricing sleo reflects conditions in the ssrket si s psrticulsr

time snd is Affected by other fActors too. Nsrgins snd fees for

borrowers doubled on sversge during 1990. Thus it was taken ss resd

in 1991 thst s refinsnced fscility would cost more thsn it hsd done,

so thst the incresss is rsrely even mmntioned. In 1990 there were s

number of reports in which it is suede clesr thst the reletiveiy high

costs, compered with the Iste 1980s, sre not due to banks viewing the

borrower as less creditworthy then before. However, there sre sleo

esses whers creditworthiness wss perceived to hsve deteriorated.

Other factors which can influence the pricing include the purpose,

whet covenants snd security are present, the term, how familiar banks

are with the company, snd ths skills snd characters of the eaecutivea

concerned in the company and lead bank. Oeciding on the terms for s

particular borrower snd facility is an uncertain process snd there

can be differences in terms between borrowers for no apparent reason

other thsn negotiating skills. The large syndicated facilities

arranged for the water and electricity companies )us( prior to their

privstisstions provide good examples of this.

Several reports in 1990 and 1991 at rasa a perceived trade off

by borrowers between low pricing and secure bank ralatlonahlpa. They

note that a company is paying more for its sooty and state or suggest

that this is offered by the borrower to maintain good relations.

Certainly many "cheap* MOf a wars refinanced by more expensive

facilities one or two or more years before their espiry

perhaps pan ly because the borrowers feared they would be in a w<»r#o

bargaining position if they left it to the last minute, aa well as to

help ensure supportive banks if a long recession were to cause

problems.

The trouble is trying to control for all these factors to be

left with pricing changes reflecting genuine changes .n perceived

11



creditworthiness. Even with an ir.'>i»»!e 4novl«<]g« of eof(wr«t«

banking condition*, which stock market inv«*tor* and analyst* i*ck.

such jutfgwsanti »f» uncertain. x«y*rth«U»*, ••vital i i|«i t a contain

it*t«eoni« that pricing ia unexpectedly high or low and t ha most

• itrese of tha*• aro included in the appropriate category. Cor

example, the following report la a "mixed" entryi

gWfg¥f ft fglfliY 6/9/-21

JUICY TERRS rROat ROYAL

Royal Insurance is clearly eager to ensure its latest
£2S0» standby facility through Barclay* Bank ie an
overwhelming success in syndication.
Despite the current round of poor results from the UR
insurance sector, banker* in the London market were

surprised this week to be invited into the facility at
what is regarded as extremely generous pricing.
The three-year facility, intended to replace an existing
12 SOm Barclays Bank led sterling and Euro-CP standby
facility arranged in Oeceeber 1986, is priced at SSbp
over Libor throughout. Other elements of the pricing are
regarded as equally generous and include a newimen! fee
of 2?.Sbp with front-end fees set at 15bp for UOsi I2bp
for £lSm and 9bp for flOst... (p. 8).

IFR has a lower key report:

If* Saturday 7/9/91

ROYAL RETURNS

(Details of the facility)... Market source* are taking no
fright at last month's announcement of an increase in the
company's pre-tax losses, noting that Royal's
difficulties are common to all insurance companies. Host
believe that the pricing is reasonable and that the
arranger is unlikely to have any problems in selling the
deal (p. 13).

The news is mixed because some bankers seem to view the pricing a*

unexpectedly high.

12



MOT* 8 OK THE LI «T

Cat - category of «nno«Rc«««nt. c • 9«nst«; purpoee) K - »i

A * for acquieitlonj K » for MBO or MBlj 1 • incr«*sei * * poeitive

tnnounctMnt; - • negative) MIX • elaed) MO • no data (lack of dally

rtturn* data).

The oar 1 last data la in bold and conatitutaa the announcement date.

A gap meana that no annoonceaant wat found in the publication. A *C"

in brachat a aftar the data indicate* contamination by another

announcement. A * T' in bracket a aftar the ft date indicatea •

tombetone (advert) only rather than a report.

The liat la In chronological order, but announcement a relating to the

■aae facility are grouped together.
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67.

68.
69.
70.

71.
72. Negative and mixed announcements only:
73.

Cenerala, refinances, increases, positives:

Increases and positive neve onlyi

full e amp1e
uncont ami net o.l

full
uncont em l net ed

full

unconl em l net ed

full
uncont ammet ed

full
uncont em I net ad

full
uncont emmet at

full
uncunt a«inet ed

Kvnulta for Individual Catoqorioa

74. General purpose:
75.
76. Refinances t

77.
78. For acquisitions:
79.
80. For HHOs and HBIs:

81.

82.

83.
84. Positive nevsi

85.
86. Negative nevst
87.
88.
89.

Increased facilltleei

Mixed nevs:

full
unconl aminet ed

full
uncont am i net o.J

full
unconl aminat e<)

full
uncont emmet ed

full

uncont ami net o-j

full
uncont emmet e l

full
uficont ammet ed
ful 1

uncontamine'ed

Onoonfaminetod Hoaulta for Individual Cat«/«» n>» Analynod hv Ulan of
Rorroveri Sim 1 Largoof, Sim 4 Smmlloat

General purpose:

Pot mancea:

Si *e 1

si to 2
Si Ho i
site 4

site 1

si to J

si re 3
si to 4
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98. Increased facilities: else 1
99. site 2
100. else 3
101. else 4

102. Positive nswsi else 1
103. else 2
104. else 3

105. else 4

Oncont*minmted Results tor Combiaatlonm of Cmt ogori0* Ana 1ymod by
Si mo of Horrover

106. Generals, refinances, increases, positives: site 1
107. else 2
108. else 3
109. else 4

110. Increases and positive news onlyi else 1
111. e1se 2
112. else 3
113. else 4

DERIVATION Of RESULTS SHOWN IN CHAPTER 7

The results in tables 7.5 to 7.11 (except 7.9) are taken fro*

this appendix. The headings in the appendix correspond with the

headings in the chapter tables. All the results in the chapter come

from the right hand section of the appendix tables showing cumulative

average abnormal returns (CAARs) over various event periods. The

left hand section shows average abnormal returns <AARs) and their e

statistics for each event day. CAARs are sums of the AARsj the r

statistic for a CAAR is the sum of the t statistics for eaeh AAR

divided by the square root of the nustber of days over which the AARs

are summed. Some examples may help to see where the results in

chapter 7 come from. Tables in the append l * are referred to by their

page numbers.

Table 7.5 shows CAARs for event days -1 to 0. The CAAR for the

combined category 'all announcements, full sample' is from p. 60.
CAARs for this sample are shown for various event periods in (he

right hand section. The first event period is days -1 to 0, with a

CAAR of -.34* as in table 7.4. The c statistic and percentage of

positive CAARs follow in the same row. The results for 'all

announcement a. uncont am ■. nated sample" are found in the «»«« p.a'e in

the next table, p. 61. The second row of table 7.4 shows results for
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*•11 announcement• excluding negativee, MBOa and MB:• which ere

found on pp. 64-5. The reaulte for individual categories «<e on pp.

74-89.

For another example, take the reaulte for announcement• of

'increaaea and poaitive news only analysed by si«e of borrower,

ahown in table 7.11. Theae come from pp. 110-1. For inatance the

significant CAAR of 2.47 for daya -2 to *2 for aire 4 borrowers shown

at the bottom right of table 7.11 ia from p. Ill, aecond row of right

hand Beet ion.

MOTIS OM THE RESULTS

Vhy AAA And T StAtintic Cah Have Different Signs

In some caaea the AAR and ita e atatiatlc have different eigne,

although in no caae ia auch a e atat tetic aigm fleant. The reason

for thia ia that, in arriving at c atatiatica, the ARfor each ahare

ia divided by the market model atandard error of regression, which

varies widely from ahare to share. Thia means that the contribution

of each AR to the e statistic la not proportional to the aire of the

AR.

For example, consider a sample of two shares, A and 8. A ia

•ore volatile with a standard error of O.li •'a standard error la

0.01 (differences of thia order do occur). On a particular event day

A has an AR of *0.10 while 8 has an AR of -0.05. The AAR for that

•vent day is *0.0254 but the t statistic ia v2(-2.0) • -2.8. (The

standardised AR (SAR) for A ia 1.0 (0.1/0.1) and for R ia -5.0 (-

0.05/0.01). T « v(no. of observations) * average SAR * *2|-2.0).)

Felt Energy provides a good actual example, in the mixed

category with an announcement date of 19/6/81. This ahare was

extremely volatile around thia time and has a relatively high

standard error of 0.11. On the announcement date the price fell by

25* while the index fell by 2%, resulting in a very large AR of
-0.224 but only a marginally significant t statistic of -2.0 (shown
in table 7.12).
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Out 1 lorn

A few of the roij 111( especially AAA# and c at«tittici for

individual event days, are do#lnai#d by outlying individual

obaarvatlona. Taking an absolute AAA valua of 10 or #oi« a# an

(arbitrary) criterion for what count a a# an outlier, 1? AAA# were

found which fulfil thi# criterion out of a total of appro#ima*ely

20,000 (574 announcement# time# 41 event day# * 23,534 AAA# but the

total i# lea# than thi# due to overlapping event period#).

Contaminating new# can be found to explain most but not all of the

large SAR#, but, a# explained In section 7.1, tuch cane# are only

excluded from uncontamlnated sample# if contamination occur# during

event day# -5 to *2.

The impact of outlier# can be illustrated by the day *11 AAA of

*34.5 for Higg# t Hill (3/11/89, general purpose category) in

response to the new# of a takeover bid by TJ Love 11. The loan

announcement i■ not contaminated, so the impact of this outlier can

be seen, for example, in the t statistic of 4.72 for day *11 for

uncontammated general announcements, p. 75 (A • 155) and of 7.61 for

day *11 for the size throe general results, p. 92 (ft • 47),

It 1# difficult to be sure what to do about outlier#) the l«#ue

is not discussed in published event studies. Assuming they are

nothing to do with the event being studied, over large enough eaaftplea

and long enough event periods their impact should wash out) there

should be approximately a# many negative as positive. In thi# study,

any outliers during event day# -5 to *2 associated with com aminating

news in the FT are excluded from the uncontamlnated samples) those

remaining are shown in full for the event period -2 to *2 in table

7.12. The largest AAA la *10.4 for Anglesey Mining <8/10/91,

general), which is clearly a response to loan news. The next largest

are -8.8 for Acottish Metropolitan Property (21/9/90, refinance) and

•7.1 for Atylo (6/8/88, general). These may or may not be connected

with the loan announcement. but there aeons no ground for reeling

thee in the absence of further information.
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Beyond the -5 to *2 event window, one should not attach too

such weight to results for particular event days, as the case

discussed demonstrates. Mo-wever, the impact of an outlier is very-

much attenuated for cumulative results for ten days or store and, over

such periods, there is more chance of large positives and negatives

'cancel1ing out *.



all announcements pull sample n 5 "4

AVERAGE UMULATIVE AVEKA JE
ABNORMAL ABNORMAL RETURN.'

EVENT RETURN
DAY % T STAT EVENT DAYi 1 T STAT » PCS

-20 . 04 -.12 -1 to 0 -.34 -.39 48 4
-19 .00 -.85
-18 .01 .33 -2 to »2 -.08 .64 48 4 3
-17 -

. 13 -1. 96
-16 -

. 14 -2.44 -10 to -1 .40 .''4 48 93
-15 -.05 -1.49
-14 -.07 -.17 -20 to -1 .08 -.80 48 43
-13 -.03 .37
-12 - .02 -.03 0 to «9 .60 2.07 52.09
-11 .07 . 46
-10 -.10 -.80 0 to *20 .64 2.23 50.70-9 . 55 4.56
-8 -.03 1 .05 -20 to •20 .72 1.05 48 7 3
-7 .08 -.62
-6 .10 .23
-5 -.02 . 23
-4 .13 .04
-3 -.12 -1 . 97
-2 .02 .75
-1 -.22 -1 . 14
0 -.12 .59
1 .09 -.31
2 .15 1. 40
3 .09 .89
4 .18 1.68
5 -.03 -.10
6 -.01 -.01
7

. 19 1.85
8 .06 .83
9 .00 -.27

10 .12 1.71
11 .27 3 . 40
12 .04 -.03
13 -.25 -.72
14 .09 1.11
15 .05 1.67
16 .08 . 36
17 -.01 -.05
18 -.18 -2.17
19 -.09 -.48
20 -.08 -1.04
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ALL ANNOUNCEMENTS URCCNTAM1NATED SAMPLE N 43c J

* POS

41 . 16

49.77

49 30

♦ 9 07

42 . 46

49. 77

4 1 4-7 .04 -1 .06
-6 .06 -.21
-5 .07 .90
-4 .13 .56
-3 -.12 -1.33
-2 .06 1. 13
-1 .02 -.08
0 -.13 .41
1 .01 -.46
2 .12 .80
3

. 10 .51
4 .22 1.89
5 .11 1 . 42
6 .09 .79
7 .13 1.42
8 .04 .58
9 -.10 -1.21

10 .14 2.01
11 .32 3.72
12 .05 -.14
13 -.36 -1.37
14 .05 .10
14 .00 1.27
16 .04 -.05
17 .03 .09
18 -.20 -2.12
19 -.17 -1.10
20 -.06 -1.23

AVERAGE CUMULATIVE AVERAGE
ABNORMAL ABNORMAL RETURNS

*'BNT RETURN
DAY « T STAT EVENT DAYS t T STAT

-20 .01 -.37 -1 to 0 -.11 -.35-19 -.04 - .83
-18 -.08 -.13 -2 to *2 .09 51-17 -.12 -2.02
-16 -.01 -1.27 -10 to -1 .22 .26-15 -.01 -.89
-14 . 17 .86 -20 to -1 . 19 .74-13 .01 . 60
-12 .05 .23 0 to »9 .60 1 .69-11 - .02 -.32
-10 -.13 -.87 0 to *20 .43 1 42-9 .23 1.73
-8 -

. 14 .00 -20 to *20 .62 .50

CI.



ALL ANNOUNCEMENTS EXCLUDING NEGATIVES FULL SAMFLE iN 542 I

AVEPAGE
ABNORMAL

RETURN
» T STAT

rUMLLA.IVE AVBRA5E
ABNORMAL RETURN.1

EVENT DAYS % T STAT » POS

-20 .06 -.07 -1 to 0 -.33 -.23 48. ii
-19 -.05 -1.04
-18 -.03 .24 -2 to *2 .16 .39 47 79
-17 -.13 -2. 10
-16 -.19 -2.74 •

•o
.

41 .73 48 71
-15 -.07 -1 .68
-14 -.07 -.11 -20 to -1 05 -.98 47.79
-13 - .05 .27
-12 -.02 -.15 0 to *9 34 1 88 52 03
-11 .09 .69
-10 -.05 -.69 0 to *20 .29 1.90 50.74
-9 . 56 4 . 66
-8 -.03 1 .27 -20 to *20 24 67 48 15-7 .08 -.69
-6 .14 .50
-5 -.01 .04
-4 .09 -.18
-3 -.14 -1.88
-2 .02 . 44
-1 -.23 -1. 16
0 -.09 .83
1 .05 — .46
2 .09 1.14
3 .08 .87
4 .19 1 87
5 -.05 -.28
6 -.08 -.20
7 .13 1 .94
8 .04 .71
9 -.02 -.45

10 .09 1.50
11 .24 3.26
12 -.02 -.42
13 -.17 -.63
14 .08 1.03
15 .04 1.67
16 .08 .21
17 -.04 -.53
18 -.18 -2.18
19 -.09 -.25
20 -.07 -.91

Cl.



ALL ANNOUNCEMENTS EXCLUDING NE ATI VEi UN ONTAMINATSC E.-vMt : E(N = 403)

AVERAGE CUMULATIVE AVERAGE
ABNORMAL ABNORMAL RETURNS

EVENT RETURN
DAY « T STAT EVENT DAY.1 t T STAT » POS

-20 -.02 -
. 48 -1 to 0 -.07 -. 16 51.12-19 -.07 -.89

-18 -.11 -.19 -2 to *2 .02 . 24 49. 13-17 -.17 -2.27
-16 -.05 -1.55 -10 to -1 .19 .27 49. 13-15 .00 -.99
-14 . 16 .89 -20 to -1 .01 91 48 39
-13 .03 .59
-12 .04 .03 0 to *9 .31 1 41 52.36
-11 .02 -.08
-10 -.12 -.86 0 to *20 .07 1 .06 49 8
-9 .22 1.79
-8 -.13 .26 -20 to *20 .08 12 47.39-7 .02 -1.22
-6 . 11 .08
-5 .03 . 55
-4 . 10 . 54
-3 -.11 -1.06
-2 .06 .90
-1 .02 -.11
0 -.09 -.11
1 -.03 -.67
2 .06 46
3 .09 4b
4 .21 1.88
5 .05 1.02
6 .02 .59
7 .11 1.72
8 .01 . 38
9 -.12 -1.27

10 . 11 1.81
11 .27 3.56
12 -.02 -.53
13 -.24 -1.08
14 .05 .01
15 -.01 1. 31
16 .05 -.21
17 -.01 - .41
18 -.22 -2.11
19 -.17 -.86
20 -.05 -1.10
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ALL ANNOUNCEMENTS EXCLUDING
FULL SAMPLE <N = 519

AVERAGE
ABNORMAL

EVENT RETURN
DAY % T STAT

-20 .08 . 30
-19 -.02 -.63
-10 -.04 . 21
-17 -.14 -2. 16
-16 -.16 -2. 32
-15 -.04 -1. 51
-14 .09 . 24
-13 -.03 .27
-12 .01 -

. 18
-11 .08 . 61
-10 -.08 -.82
-9 . 59 4 . 66
-8 -.03 1.27
-7 .07 -.83
-6 .12 .28
-5 -.03 -.23
-4 .11 - .02
-3 -.15 -1.78
-2 .02 .32
-1 -.24 -1. 50
0 -.15 .32
1 .05 -.23
2 . 10 1.12
3 .09 1.04
4

. 19 1. 94
5 .11 1 .66
6 -.07 -.09
7

. 15 2.06
8 .01 . 54
9 -.03 -.62

10
. 10 1.59

11
. 24 3.11

12 -.03 -.52
13 -. 16 -.33
14 .06 .62
15 .01 1.27
16 .08 .22
17 -.04 -.60
10 -

. 16 -1.78
19 -.11 -.35
20 -.07 -1.01

NEGATIVES ANL MBaa

CUMULATIVE AVERAGE
ABNORMAL RETURN.

EVENT I AY; 1 T STAT * P08

-1 to 0 -.39 .84 48. 17

-2 to *2 -.22 .02 47. 59

-10 to -1 .38 43 47.78

-20 to -1 .21 - 85 47. 59

o r» O • .44 2 45 52,02

0 to *20 . 36 2.18 50, 48

-20 to *20 .57 . 96 48 It
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ALL ANNOUNCEMENTS EXCLUDING NEGATIVES AND M.BCsUNCONTAMI MATED SAMPLE N = 395

EVENT
DAY

AVERAGE
ABNORMAL

RETURN
* T STAT

CUMULATIVE AVERAGE
ABNORMAL RETURNS

EVENT DAYS I T STAT « PO>

50.89

49 37

48.35

48. 61

51 90

44 62

47.34-7 .01 -1.33
-6 .11 .07
-5 .03 .57
-4

. 10 .53
-3 -.10 -1.00
-2 .07 .97
-1 .02 -.16
0 -.09 -.21
1 -.02 -.51
2 .06 .50
3 .09 . 40
4 .20 1. 84
5 .04 .84
6 .01 .45
7 .11 1.71
8 .01 .39
9 -.13 -1 .43

10 .12 1.83
11 .27 3 . 56
12 -.0? -.51
13 -.23 -.81
14 .04 -.17
15 .04 .89
16 .06 -.05
17 .00 -.32
18 -.20 -1. 91
19 -.18 -.86
20 -.04 -1.01

-20 -.01 -.34 -1 to 0 ®o• -.26-19 -.06 -.79
-18 -.14 -.45 -2 to *2 .03 . 30-17 -.16 -2.22
-16 -.03 -1.18 oo•HI

. 16 .15-15 .02 -.79
-14 . 17 .88 -20 to -1 .02 o-13 .02 .54
-12 .04 -.01 0 to *9 .28 1.26-11 .01 -.12
-10 -.14 -.99 0 to *20 .05 1.01-9 .21 1.61
-8 -

. 15 .18 -20 to *20 .07 .09

c>



ALL ANNOUNCEMENTS EXCLUDING
FULL SAMPLE {N = 503)

AVERAGE
ABNORMAL

EVENT RETURN
DAY 1 T STAT

-20 .08 .20
-19 -.05 -. *2
-18 -.06 -

. 46
-17 -.06 -1.16
-16 -.12 -1.90
-15 -.05 -1 . 59
-14 .09 . 57
-13 -.05 .09
-12 -.01 -.18
-11 .04 .23
-10 -.08 -.83
-9 . 69 5.05
-8 .04 1. 22
-7 .05 -.80
-6 . 10 .28
-5 -.06 48
-4 .09 -.02
-3 -. 14 -1. 54
-2 .05 .67
-1 -

. 19 -1.20
0 -.09 . 50
1 -.01 -.56
2 .11 1.27
3 .07 .89
4 .20 2.04
5

. 10 1.73
6 -.06 . 10
7

. 14 2.15
8 .00 . 42
9 -.06 -.82

10 .07 1.29
11

. 19 2.77
12 -.02 -.54
13 .01 .32
14 .00 .33
15

. 16 1.57
16 .07 .20
17 -.09 -.87
18 -.18 -1.81
19 .00 -.24
20 -.05 -.86

NEGATIVES MBO« AND MIXED:

CUMULATIVE
ABNORMAL

AVERAGE
RETURN

EVENT DAYS 1 T STAT « POS

-1 to 0 -.28 o 48 . 11

-2 to *2 .13 . 34 47 71

-10 to -1 .55 .75 48 31

| Klo 0 1 .37 -.62 47.71

<?•*o11o 42 2.44 52.29

0 to *20 .56 2.15 50. 70

-20 to *20 .93 1.11 48 31

a



ALL ANNOUNCEMENTS EXCt.JDING NEGATIVE! MB a AND MIXSIUNCONTAMINATSD SAMPLE N 383

AVERAGE CUMULATIVE AVERAGE
ABNORMAL ABNORMAL RETURNS/ENT RETURN

DAY t T STAT EVENT CAYS 1 T STAT * POS

-20 .00 - 45 -I to 0 .03 -.16 50.65-19 -.10 -1.21
-18 -. 16 -1 .03 -2 to *2 .09 . 36 49.09-17 -.06 -1.04
-16 .03 -.76 *•4o .16 .21 4B.83-15 .01 -.97
: .17 1.15 o ft o .05 -.82 4B.56-13 .02 .57

-12 .02 .02 0 to ♦ 9 .24 1.20 51 .96-11 - .04 -.65
-10 -.15 -1.09 0 to *20 .33 1.01 49.87-9 .23 1.71
-8 -.07 .16 -20 to *20 38 . 15-7 .00 -1.29
-6 . 06 -.02
-5 - .01 .40
-4 .09 .68
-3 -.11 •

• 84
-2 .07 1.10
-1 . 04 -.13
0 -.02 -.09
1 -.08 -.80
2 .07 .65
3 .07 .30
4 .19 1.30
5 .04 .89
6 .00 . 48
7 .09 1.71
8 .01 .35
9 -.13 -1.51

10 .07 1. 47
11 .25 3.34
12 -.03 -.62
13 -.02 -.18
14 -.02 -.32
15 .15 1.28
16 .05 -.09
17 -.05 -.48
18 -.24 -2.01
19 -.04 -.70
20 -.02 -.36
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GENERAL ANNOUNCEMENTS. POSITIVE.. REFINANCES AND INCR EA:BSFULL SAMPLE (N = 443

EVENT
DAY

AVERAGE
ABNORMAL

RETURN
I T STAT

CUMULATIVE AVEHAGE
ABNORMAL RETURN

EVENT DAYS * T STAT » J OS

48.31

40 38

48.53

47 86

51 .92

51 .02

47.86
-1.11

-6 .00 -.85
-5 -.05 -.20
-4 .09 .01
-3 -.11 -1.09
-2 .05 .82
-1 -.19 -.71
0 -.15 -.28
1 .02 -.25
2 . 12 1.04
3 .09 1.19
4

. 19 1.68
5 .09 1.51
6 -.07 -.01
7

. 10 1 .66
8 .01 .47
9 -.07 -.99

10 .12 2.02
11 .25 3. 42
12 .01 -.25
13 .00 .05
14 -.01 .35
15 .18 1.55
16 .08 .16
17 -.10 -.85
16 -.17 -1.61
19 .01 -.29
20 -.08 -1.38

-20 .11 .42 -1 to 0 -.33 o-19 -.04 -1.01
-18 -.09 -.66 -2 to *2 -.15 31-17 -.05 -.99
-16 -.09 -.99 -10 to -1 .63 . 66-15 -.06 -1.71
-14 .12 .52 -20 to -1 48 -.61-13 -.06 -.23
-12 -.05 -.50 <T>♦0

.o .32 1 .91-11 .05 .37
-10 -.09 -1.05 0 to *20 60 201-9 .73 4 . 38
-8 .13 1 .se -20 to *20 1.08 1.02



general announcements positives refi nan k an: in i a kuncontami natED sample N * 35*

event
day

average
abnormal
return

i t stat

cumulative average
abnormal return

event ay. * T STAT * pos

49 b

48.75

48.75

48 47

52 09

50 42

46.52-7 .00 -1.45
-6 -.06 -1.23
-5 -.02 .31
-4 .07 .29
-3 -.12 -1.01
-2 .08 1.02
-1 .05 .08
0 -.01 -.10
1 -.07 -.66
2 .08 .63
3 .05 .25
4 .18 1.54
5 .02 .60
6 -.01 .19
7 .08 1.57
8 .04 .65
9 -.17 -1.87

10 .08 1.55
11 .27 3. 49
12 -.02 -.41
13 -.04 -.42
14 -.03 -.22
15 .17 1.37
16 .06 -.01
17 -.04 -.38
18 ** f -1.55
19 .00 -.17
20 -.02 -.88

-20 .00 -.49 -1 to 0 .03 -.01-19 -.12 -1 .48
-18 -.17 -1.07 -2 to *2 .12 .48-17 -.04 -.77
-16 .09 -.17 »— o r+ 0 1 .07 -.39-15 -.01 -1. 38
-14 . 18 1.04 .«o

.0IN1 -.02 -1.28-13 .02 .50
-12 -.01 -.16 0 to *9 .18 .89-11 -.02 -.54
-10 -.18 -1.43 0 to *20 .41 1.13-9 . 22 1.36
-8 .02 .34 -20 to *20 .39 -.09

c°



POSITIVES AND INCREASES ONLY FULL SAMPLE <N 163)

* POS

52.76

50.92

48 47

46 01

53 99

50.92

44 1 ?

-6 -.01 -.38
-5 -.07 -.74
-4 .21 .39
-3 -.46 -2.61
-2 -.13 -.61
-1 -.23 -.10
0 .25 1.61
1 .07 .44
2 .00 .74
3 . 16 1.05
4 .05 .68
5 .13 1.62
6 .07 .97
7 .28 2.68
8 .00 .43
9 -.11 -.07

10 .08 .75
11 .05 .23
12 .20 1.11
13 -.05 .13
14 -.21 -1.27
15 .14 .91
16 .09 .49
17 .02 -.04
18 -.29 -1.23
19 -.07 -.29
20 -.10 -.55

AVERAGE CUHULAi1VE AVERAJEABNORMAL ABNORMAL RETURNS/ENT RETURN
DAY t T STAT EVENT CAYS 1 T STAT

-20 -.04 -1 . 49 -1 to 0 .02 1 .07-19 .11 .55
-18 -.40 -.57 -2 to «2 -.04 1 .04-17 -.31 -1.95
-16 -.60 -1.00 1 o «"• o •— 1.56 94-15 -.02 -.16
-14 .10 .28 -20 to -1 .18 -.67-13 -.13 -

. 48
-12 -.12 -.81 0 to *9 .89 2 94-11 .03 -.34
-10 .05 .39 0 to *20 .75 2.08-9 2.09 7.00
-8 .08 . 17 -20 to *20 .93 1.02
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POSITIVES AND INCREASES ONLY UNCONTAMINATED SAMPLI N 1 I>

AVERAGE CUMULATIVE AVERAGEABNORMAL ABNORMAL RETURNSEVENT RETURN
DAY » T STAT EVENT DAYf 1 T STAT 1 POS
-20 -.51 -2.60 -1 to 0 .58 1.79 54 9t»-19 .05 .32
-18 -.64 -1.21 -2 to *2 63 2.27 54.20-17 -.22 -1.69
-16 -.07 -.51 o r+ ( .41 52 51.15-15 .08 -.12
-14 .25 .75 -20 to -1 -.62 ■ 81 48.85-13 -.21 47
-12 .07 -.01 0 to ♦ 9 1 .13 2.60 56. 49-11 .17 .27
-10 -.09 -.14 0 to ♦20 1.09 1 .61 52.67-9 .38 1.85
-8 .05 .84 -20 to *20 .47 .59 45,04-7 .00 -.59
-6 -

. 14 -.84
-5 .01 -.05
-4 . 18 . 59
-3 -.33 -1.24
-2 .09 .36
-1 .25 .87
0 .33 1.67
1 .03 .27
2 .12 1.37
3 .04 .24
4 .07 • 64
5 .01 .63
6 .28 1.69
7 .41 2.90
8 .05 -.09
9 -.20 -1.11

10 .06 .16
11 .03 -.02
12 .13 .69
13 -.12 -.63
14 -.17 -1.28
15 .14 .44
16 .12 .72
17 .05 .24
18 -.23 -.77
19 -.01 -.04
20 -.04 -.36

7/



5S0ATIVE AND MIXED AHNCUNC2MBNTS ONLY•
FULL SAMPLE fN a 48)

AVERAGE CUMULATIVE AVERAGEABNORMAL ABNORMAL
VENT RETURN
DAY EVENT DAVE 1 T STAT

.27 21 -1 to 0
-19 1.33 1 82

.90 -2 to -2
-1 .24 -3 12

01 W 45.8346
-1 46 -20 to -1

-13 .50 1 Ov
25 48
16 .66

48
69
24

?2
.1

. 16 1 45

•*

. 63 -1 - i -
-1 29

1 09
.66
. 39

4 .15
. £ A 43
.67
.85 .31
. 34 . 91

9 43 1.24
95 1.97

I 09 2.10
12 59

-2.99 -2 55
u 88 1.39

-1 44 -.76
16 .19 62

.39 2.52

.12
-1.25 -1.21
-.35 -1.10

72.



NEGATIVE AND MIXED ANNOUNCEMENTS ONLY:
UNCONTAMI NATED SAMPLE (N ■ 39)

AVERAGE
ABNORMAL

RETURN
I T STAT

CUMULATIVE AVERAGE
ABNORMAL RETURNS

EVENT DAYS I T STAT

-20 -.35 .85 -1 to 0 -2.06 -.99
-19 1.73 1.77
-18 1.16 2. 39 -2 to ♦2 -.29 . 75
-17 -1. 58 -3.74
-16 -.01 -.68 -10 to -1 -2.27 -.21
-15 . 57 .87
-14 -.08 -1.01 -20 to -1 .33 . 32
-13 . 63 .03
-12 .31 .65 0 to *9 4 .65 1 . 34
-11 .20 .98
-10 -.91 .23 0 to *20 2 . 99 1 40
-9 -.88 -.28
-8 -1.07 -.79 -20 to *20 3. 32 1 . 22
-7

. 43 .24
-6 -.07 -.68
-5 .20 1.85
-4 1.08 -.34
-3 .11 -1. 55
-2 -.38 .65
-1 -.77 .00

-1. 29 -1.39
1 1. 34 1.50
2 .81 .75
3 . 49 .58
4 . 19 .45
5 .27 1.33
6 .82 .66
7 1.06 -.76

.42 .86
9 .53 .25

10 1.15 2.11
11 1. 33 1.81
12 .72 1.57
13 -3.67 -3.20
14 1.09 .83
1* -1.77 -1. 24
16 .23 .68
17 1.10 2.22
18 .15 -.01
19 -1.55 -1.50
20 -.43 -1.10

» POS

*3 8*

*8 . 97

46.1*

*6 41

*3.8*

46 1*

*6 97

11



ANNOUNCEMENTS OF GENERAL PURPOSE LOAN: FULL ; AMPi K(N = 185)

EVENT
DAY

AVERAGE
AENORMAL

RETURN
* T STAT

CUMULATIVE A/ERAGE
ABNORMAL RETURNS

EVENT LAYS 1 T STAT

-20 . 19 1 .29
-19 -.13 -1.62
-18 -.01 -.52
-17 -.04 -.45
-16 -.09 -1 .49
-15 -

. 14 -2.04
-14 .01 -

. 39
-13 -.04 .38
-12 -.05 -.48
-11 .00 -.30
-10 -.09 -.87
-9 .27 1.13
-8 .09 1 .44
-7 .05 -.87
-6 -.06 -1 .71
-5 .12 .40
-4 .02 -.23
-3 . 16 .80
-2 . 22 2. 30
-1 -.23 -.94
0 -.52 -1.00
1 .07 .45
2 .15 .53
3

. 12 .83
4

. 39 1.76
5 .21 1 .28
6 .02 . 46
7 -.10 -.22
8 .29 2.28
9 -.24 -2.15

10 .26 2.61
11

. 58 4 .44
12 -.08 -.38
13 .07 .24
14

. 10 1.28
15 .07 .08
16 ft 2 .26
17 -.25 -1.25
18 -.15 -.99
19 .07 -.12
20 -.22 -2.03

-1 to 0 -.75 -1.37

-2 to *2 -.32 .60

o*-»0—41 .55 . 46

-20 to -1 ,25 -.93

0 to *9 40 1 . 34

0 to ♦ 20 88 1.82

-20 to *20 1 .12 .65

% POS

45 41

47.57

47 57

48 65

52.97

53.51

52 4 )

U.



ANNOUNCEMENTS OF GENERAL PURPOSE LOANS UNCONTAMINAT8D : AMP 1.8(N = 155)

AVERAGE CUMULATIVE AVERAGEABNORMAL ABNORMAL RETURNS
EVENT RETURN

DAY 1 T STAT EVENT DAYS 1

-20 . 15 .83 -1 to 0 .40-19 -.19 -1.97
-18 .00 -

. 40 -2 to *2 -.22-17 -.05 -.58
-16 - .01 -.79 -10 to -1 .25-15 - .08 -1.53
-14 .06 -

. 24 o
m01 -.01-13 .15 1.22

-12 -.16 -1.11 0 to *9 o-11 -.16 -1.28
-10 -.15 -.85 0 to *20 .57-9 . 22 1.20
-8 - .06 .23 -20 to ♦20 .56-7 -.04 -1.28
-6 -.08 -1. 39
-5 . 14 . 48
-4 .06 . 33
-3 .11 .06
-2 .19 2.01
-1 -

. 14 -.94
0 -.26 -1.25
1 -.04 .43
2 .03 -.02
3

. 10 .18
4

. 32 1.28
5

. 18 1.15
6 -.12 -.44
7 -.16 -.15
8 .21 1.73
9 -.28 -2. 30

10
. 23 2.54

11
. 64 4.72

12 -.07 -.32
13 .06 . 44
14 .07 .94
15 .05 .27
16 .05 .25
17 -.13 -.79
18 -.18 -.90
19 .05 .20
20 -.18 -1 .45

T STAT

-1,55

.10

,05

-1. 35

.19

1.39

.06

» POS

4 5 16

46 . 45

45.81

48 , 39

50 97

51 .61

50. 32

7 5



ANNOUNCEMENTS OF REFINANCES FULL S.AMPLE N 9?

• FOE

46.32

44.21

50. 63

49 47

46 32

4 6,32

45.26
-7 .08 -.48
-6 .14 1.07
-5 -.34 -.09
-4 .06 -.15
-3 -.08 -.16
-2 .04 -

. 64
-1 -.01 -.09
0 -.13 -1 . 31
1 -.16 -1.73
2 .26 .53
3 -.06 .04
4 .05 .28
5 -.23 -.69
6 -.51 -1.95
7 .16 . 34
8 -.54 -1 .60
9 .32 .93

10 -.10 -.24
11 -.01 .99
12 -.20 -1.55
13 -.06 -.40
14 .15 .77
15 .44 2.03
16 .15 -.68
17 -.03 -.09
18 .05 -.45
19 .08 -.06
20 .26 .56

AVERAGE CUMULATIVE AVERAGE
ABNORMAL ABNORMAL RETURNS

event RETURN

DAY 1 T STAT EVENT DAYS 1 T STAT

-20 . 10 .37 -1 to 0 -.14 -.99
-19 .01 -.20
-18 -.02 -.05 -2 to *2 .00 -162
-17 .14 . 49
-16 .36 1.07 -10 to -1 .04 -. 10
-15 .08 -.36
-14 . 36 1.30 -20 to -1 1.22 .84
-13 -.04 -.53
-12 .00 . 49 0 to *9 -.95 -1 ,63
-11 . 18 1.50
-10 -.24 -1.29 0 to *20 -.13 -.93
-9 .11 -.12
-8 .28 1 .62 -20 to *20 1 .10 - .08

n



ANNOUNCEMENTS OF REFINANCES UNCONTAM:NATE" AMPLE N

EVENT
DAY

AVEPAGE
ABNORMAL

RETURN
% T STAT

CUMULATIVE AVERAGE
ABNORMAL RETURNS

EVENT DAYS 1 T STAT

-20 . 10 .19 -1 to 0 -.02 -.17
-19 -.12 -.38
-18 -. 14 -.45 -2 to *2 -.42 -2.13
-17 .14 .87
-16 .41 1.26 o».o•HI -.75 -1.29
-15 .05 -.44
-14 . 35 1.72 -20 to -1 .27 .04
-13 -.04 -.29
-12 .23 1.29 0 to *9 o a> -1.81
-11 .05 .48
-10 -.33 -1.53 0 to *20 -i . 10 164
-9 .04 -.88
-8 .14 . 49 -20 to *20 -.83 -1.14
-7 .10 -.51
-6 .09 .41
-5 -.39 .03
-4 -.08 -.59
-3 -.25 -.71
-2 -.18 -1.16
-1 .09 .38
0 -.11 -.63
1 -.31 -2. 46
2 .09 -.40
3 -.01 -.03
4 .07 .71
5 -.31 -1.16
6 -.30 -1.23
7 -.02 -.23
8 -.30 .92
9 .11 .64

10 -.16 -.38
11 .00 1 .07
12 -.20 -1.42
13 -.10 -.67
14 .05 .12
15 4 5 2.08
16 -.03 -1.41
17 -.05 -.07
18 -.23 -1.12
19 -.06 -.60
20 . 32 .61

• POS

50.68

43 84

50. 60

47 , 95

4 6 5«

43 84

41 10

77



ANNOUNCEMENTS OF LOANS FOR ACQUISITIONS FULL SAMPLE <N • 601

AVERAGE CUMULATIVE AVERAGE
ABNORMAL ABNORMAL RETURNS

EVENT RETURN
DAY 1 T STAT EVENT DAYS 1 T STAT 1 POS

-20 -.09 -
. 49 •1 to 0 .09 .46 46 61

-19 -.13 .03
-18 .15 .41 -2 lo *2 .02 .13 46 00
-17 -.09 -.63
-16 -.36 -2. 58 -10 to -1 01 34 46 6?
-15 -.03 .00
-14 -.09 .22 -20 to -I -.29 -.16 46,67
-13 .04 .81
-12 . 30 .76 0 to *9 1.12 1.83 55.00
-11 .00 -.31
-10 .00 .39 0 to *20 .29 .78 4» . 3 1

-9 .42 2.67
-8 -.54 -1 .44 -20 to ♦20 ,00 .45 51.67
-7 -.01 .66
-6 .75 2.98
-5 -.13 -.81
-4 .05 -.07
-3 -.37 -1 . 48
-2 .07 -.31
-1 -.23 -1 . 54
0 .32 2.19
1 -.20 -.94
2 .06 .86
3 -.10 -.70
4 .27 1 .37
5 .22 .91
6 .04 .32
7 .47 1.71
8 -.03 -.06
9 .08 .29

10 -.28 -1.71
11 -.27 -1.25
12 -.23 -.90
13 .10 .78
14 .08 -.01
IS .03 . 34
16 -.03 .13
17 -.02 -.19
18 -.28 -.87
19 -.09 .07
20 .16 1.23

7r



ANNOUNCEMENTS OF LOANS FOR ACQUISITION: UNCONTAMIMATEO SAMPLE
IN = 24)

EVEN?
DAY

AVERAGE
ABNORMAL

RETURN
4 T STAT

CUMULATIVE AVERAGE
ABNORMAL RETURN

EVENT DAY.1 I T STAT * f»08

55.56

48.15

44 44

44 44

44 44

37.04

48. 15
-7 -.08 . 40
-6 1.71 4 . 44
-5 .06 .41
-4 .37 1 .56
-3 -.04 .53
-2 -.02 • 46
-1 .00 - .84
0 -.07 .02
1 -.26 -.62
2 .00 .13
3 .32 .23
4 . 34 1.22
5 .34 1.20
6 .21 1.17
7 .16 .72
8 -.40 -1.05
9 .37 1.12

10 -.13 -.10
11 -.13 -.08
12 -.11 -.81
13 .23 .82
14 .08 -.43
15 -.09 -.15
16 -.15 -.29
17 -.16 -.41
18 -.59 -1.89
19 -.57 -1.97
20 -.01 -.07

-20 .01 .09 -1 to 0 -.07 -. 58
-19 .11 .77
-18 .01 .01 -2 to *2 -.36 -.43
-17 -.32 -1.08
-16 -.65 -2.15 r* 0 1.38 2.23
-15 .26 1.29
-14 .09 .54 -20 to -1 1.07 1.57
-13 .03 .33
-12 .38 .63 o <•* O • ■o 1.02 1.31
-11 -.23 -.46
-10 .25 1 .04 0 to *20 -.61 -.27
-9 . 34 1.46
-8 -1.21 -2.42 -20 to *20 . 46 .90

77,



ANNOUNCEMENTS OF LOANS FOB MBOa AND MB! a: FULL SAMPLE (N 23>

AVERAGE
ABNORMAL

RETURN
I T STAT

CUMULATIVE AVERAGE
ABNORMAL RETURNS

EVENT DAYS % STAT » P08

*2. 17

52. 17

69 57

52. 1?

52. 17

56 . 52

43 48

. 40 .58

. 56 1.07

.35 1. 29
-.40 -.79
-.02 -.67
-.03 .60
.01 1.53

1.16 2.49
.00 -1. 18
.01 .21
-.18 -.70
.01 -.14

-3. 33 -9.08
-.19 -.56
-.22 -.39
.64 .83
. 31 .68
-.19 -.23
.32 1.01
.17 .42
-.41 -1. 40

. 52 1.95

.51 1.97

.15 -.02

.02 .28
8 -.72 -2.04
9 .25 .42
0 -.11 .38

-20 -.47 -1.67 -1 to 0 1.17 KJ a> *■

-19 -.63 -1. 92
-18 .08 . 14 -2 to »2 1.14 1.82
-17 -.06 .03
-16 -.69 -2. 17 -10 to -1 1.05 1 .52
-15 -.67 -.95
-14 -3. 17 -1. 58 -20 to -1 -5.03 -.61

-13 -.40 .06
-12 -.56 .10 0 to *9 -1.80 -2. 48
-11 . 48 .40
-10 .47 .51 0 to *20 -1.30 -1.11
-9 -.12 .53
-8 -.18 .17 -20 to ♦20 -6. 33 -1.22



announcements of loans for mbo« and mbu uncontam: mated sample
in " 8)

avbrage
abnormal
return

1 t stat

cumulative average
abnormal returns

event days * t stat • pos

62. 50

37 , 50

87. 50

37. 50

75.00

62 50

50.00
-7 .41 .64
-6 .04 .03
-5 -.12 -.15
-4 .03 .10
-3 -.27 -.52
-2 -.15 -.40
-1 -.05 .32
0 .27 .71
1 -.60 -1.17
2 -.11 -.27
3 . 13 .40
4 .36 .41
5 . 54 1.31
6 .54 1.02
7 .11 .23
8 . 16 -.04
9 .27 .91

10 .07 .00
11 .14 .23
12 .00 -.15
13 -.77 -1.80
14 .56 1. 14
15 1 . 37 2.80
16 -.52 -1.04
17 -.34 -.59
18 -.80 -1. 44
19 .02 - .04
20 -.49 -.65

-20 -.50 -1 .01 o0w41 .22 .72
-19 -.39 -.72
-18 . 94 1.64 -2 to *2 -.65 - .41
-17 -.25 -.48
-16 -.97 -2.43 -10 to -1 1 . 48 .81
-15 -.96 -1. 29
-14 .00 .11 -20 to -1 -.22 -.17
-13 . 14 .33
-12 .11 .23 0 to ♦ 9 1 .66 1.11
-11 .17 .30
-10 . 44 .74 0 to *20 .90 43
-9 . 68 1. 30
-8 . 48 .50 -20 to *20 .68 . 18

<%l



ANNOUNCEMENTS OP INCREASES PULL SAMPLE N 3t>

EVENT
DAY

AVERAGE
ABNORMAL

RETURN
I T STAT

.*UMULAT I VE AVERAGE
ABNORMAL RETURNS

EVENT DAYS 1 T STAT * POS

58. 33

50.00

44 44

38.89

58 . 33

47 22

38.89
-7 .06 .13
-6 -.04 -.13
-5 -.03 -.27
-4 -.15 -.56
-3 - .04 -.31
-2 .03 -.26
-1 .25 1.39
0 . 28 1 .42
1 -.01 .01
2 -.21 -1.04
3 -.09 -.28
4 -.17 -.11
5 . 12 .81
6 .24 1.12
7 .86 3.38
8 .19 . 40
9 -.08 .34

10 . 45 2.28
11 .09 -.09
12 .32 1.19
13 .43 2.23
14 -.21 -.72
15 .08 .10
16 . 10 .43
17 -.20 -.92
18 *♦4 -1.25
19 -.20 -.63
20 .11 .24

-20 -.21 -.91 -1 to 0 .54 1.99
-19 -.05 -.26
-18 -.08 -1.00 -2 to •2 .36 .76
-17 -.42 -1.97
-16 -.34 -1. 59 -10 to -1 u» o -.61
-15 . 10 .27
-14 .07 .13 -20 to -1 -1.64 -1.87
-13 .14 . 46
-12 -.27 -1.20 0 to *9 1.14 1.91
-11 -.08 -.35
-10 -.23 -.81 0 to *20 1 .76 1.95
-9 -.25 -.62
-8 -.10 -.52 -20 to *20 .12 .09

^2



ANNOUNCEMENTS OP INCREASE; UNCQNTAMI NATB:> :>'AMPLf N J J

AVERAGE CUMULATIVE AVERAGE
ABNORMAL ABNORMAL RETURNS

EVENT RETURN
DAY 1 T STAT EVENT DAYS 1 T STAT

-20 -.35 -1.41 -1 to 0 .73 2.03
-19 -.25 -1.01
-18 -.36 -2.05 -2 to *2 .64 1.01
-17 -.41 -1.82
-16 -.31 -1. 43 -10 to -1 .20 . 36
-15 .17 .62
-14 . 10 .19 -20 to -1 -1.29 -143
-13 .17 .59
-12 -.24 -1.03 0 to *9 .56 49
-11 -.02 -.21
-10 -.14 -.20 0 to *20 .86 .53
-9 -.29 -.50
-8 .04 .05 -20 to *20 -.43 . 62
-7 .03 .02
-6 .01 .01
-5 .06 .09
-4 -.14 -.54
-3 .03 -.09

.14 . 18
-1 .46 2.13

.27 .75
1 .02 .00
2 -.25 -1 .C4
3 -.19 -.92
4 -.27 -.61
5 -.10 -.14
6 .11 .29
7 .92 3.24

.26 . 64
9 -.21 -.66

10 .31 .80
11 .04 -.19
12 . 26 1.00
13 . 49 2.00
14 -.31 -1.01
15 .11 .43
16 .05 -.01
17 -.20 -.68
18 -.33 -.96
19 -.24 -.64
20 .11 .14

* POS

61 .29

61 .61

61 .61

41 , 94

64 84

46 , 16

36.48

Si



ANNOUNCEMENTS OP POSITIVE NEW- FULL SAMPLE N 1.}

AVERAGE CUMULATIVE AVERAGE
ABNORMAL ABNORMAL RETURNS

EVENT RETURN
DAY « T STAT EVENT DAYS %

-20 . 12 -1.20 -1 to 0 . 12
-19 .25 1.02
-18 -.70 .17 r*♦0*-»-«1

. 16
-17 -.22 -.83
-16 -.82 .11 -10 to -1 2.86
-15 -.11 -

. 46
-14 .13 .26 O«i01 1.27
-13 -.32 -1.01
-12 -.02 -.07 *♦owo .80
-11 . 10 -.16
-10 .21 1.11 0 to *20 .40
-9 3.35 9.13
-8 .17 .57 -20 to *20 1.67
-7 .03 -.71
-6 .00 -.36
-5 -.09 -.71
-4 .33 .77
-3 -.60 -2.83
-2 -

. 18 -.55
-1 -.37 -.86
0 .25 1.07
1 .07 .28
2 .07 1.55
3 .24 1. 38
4 . 10 .77
5 . 12 1.29
6 .03 .61
7 . 10 1.11
8 -.03 -.47
9 -.14 - 4 4

10 -.01 -.23
11 .01 . 14
12 .15 .51
13 -.22 -1.25
14 -.20 -.97
15 .14 .81
16 .09 .30
17 .11 .57
18 .76 -.59
19 -.OS -.14
20 -.16 -.70

T STAT

as

.74

I . 76

.76

2.27

1.23

1.41

» 108

51.18

sias

4 •» ft l

48 OJ

52.76

SI .97

45 67



announcements of positive news uhcgntamihated sample n iik

average
abnormal

event return
day « t stat

-20 -.70 -2.29
-19 .39 1.52
-18 -.93 . 38
-17 -.03 -.56
-16 .16 .70
-15 -.01 -.75
-14 .38 .84
-13 -.52 -1.16
-12 .30 .89
-11 .31 .53
-10 -.06 -.02
-9 .80 2.76
-8 .06 1.01
-7 -.02 -.73
-6 -.21 -1.01
-5 -.01 -.11
-4 .31 1.03
-3 -.45 -1.39
-2 .08 .32
-1 .19 -.19
0 .35 1. 49
1 .05 .41
2 .24 2.12
3 .11 .84
4 .18 1.10
5 . 04 .79
6 . 34 1.86
7 .25 1.40
8 -.02 -.43
9 -.20 99

10 -.04 -.40
11 .03 .09
12 .09 .30
13 -.31 -1.78
14 -. 14 -1.00
15 . 16 .31
16 .15 .87
17 .13 .62
18 -.19 -.22
19 .07 .33
20 -.08 -.42

cumulative average
abnormal return

EVENT GATS

-1 to 0

-2 to *2

-10 to -1

-20 to -I

0 to *9

0 to «20

-20 to ♦20

1 T stat 1 pos

.53 .92 53.00

.89 2.07 55.00

.68 ,53 oo•-41

.03 .39 51.00

1.32 2.72 O4*

1.20 1.59 55.00

1.23 1.41 48.00



NEGATIVE ANNOUNCEMENTS FULL .AMPLE N 32 »

AVERAGE
ABNORMAL

RETURN
I T STAT

CUMULATIVE AVERAGE
ABNORMAL RETURNS

EVENT DAYS * T STAT « POS

50.00

59. 38

53.13

59 . 38

53.13

50.00

59 . 38
-7 . 12 .27
-6 -.51 -1.19
-5 -.22 .81
-4 . 94 .91
-3 .25 -.61
-2 -.02 1.35
-1 .03 -.06
0 -.62 -.91
1 .67 .59
2 1.19 1 .25
3 .20 .19
4 . 16 -.59
5 .24 .78
6 1.31 .83
7 1.18 -.17
8 . 44 .59
9 .32 .74

10 .75 1. 12
11 .78 .98
12 1.01 1.64
13 -1.72 -.48
14 . 36 .49
15 .26 .19
16 .07 .68
17 .56 2.13
18 -.08 -.22
19 -.01 -1.07
20 -.14 -.69

-20 -.70 -.32 -1 to 0 -.59 .69
-19 2.11 1.09
-18 1. 38 .61 -2 to *2 1. 24 1.11
-17 -.09 .66
-16 1.29 1. 59 1 M o «"• o -.32 o
-15 . 69 .91
-14 -.12 -.35 -20 to -1 4.23 93
-13 . 51 .57
-12 .15 .69 0 to *9 5.10 1 05
-11 -.67 -1.19
-10 -1.28 -.67 0 to *20 6 93 1.76
-9 . 33 .02
-8 .04 -.95 -20 to *20 11.17 1 91

%



NEGATIVE ANNOUNCEMENTS: UNCONTAMINATEO SAMPLE N

1 POS

51 65

59.26

51 .85

59. 26

55 56

48 15

59 26
-7 .34 .53
-6 -.70 -1.22
-5 .71 1. 54
-4 . 57 . 13
-3 -.27 -1. 21
-2 .06 1.22
-1 .12 .11
0 -.76 -1.21
1 .55 .73
2 1.13 1. 42
3 . 24 .29
4 . 38 .30
5 1.11 1.82
6 1.24 .93
7 .62 -1.05
8 . 59 .89
9 .25 .09

10 .62 1.03
11 1.07 1.12
12 1.15 1.55
13 -2.43 -1.38
14 .11 . 42
15 .08 .01
16 -.01 .67
17 .82 2. 19
18 .04 -.28
19 -.23 -1.14
20 -.17 -.71

AVERAGE CUMULATIVE AVBRA M
ABNORMAL ABNORMAL RETURNS

EVENT RETURN
DAY % T STAT EVENT DAYS 1 T STAT

-20 1 .04 65 -1 to 0 -.64 -.78
-19 .93 . 31
-18 1.10 .32 -2 to *2 1.10 1.13
-17 1.15 1.17
-16 1.29 1.38 -10 to -1 .71 -.06
-15 -.27 .39
-14 .24 -.10 -20 to -1 5.40 86
-13 -.34 .14
-12 .41 1.03 0 to * 9 5 . 35 1.33
-11 -.86 -1.26
-10 -.15 -.12 or-4•O•J© 6 40 1 68
-9 . 34 -.05
-8 -.32 -1.12 -20 to •20 11 .80 o<D—•



MIXED ANNOUNCEMENTS FULL SAMPLE N » It)

AVERAGE
ABNORMAL

RETURN
I T STAT

CUMULATIVE AVERAGE
ABNORMAL RETURNS

EVENT DAYS I T STAT % POS

50 00

43.75

31.25

43 75

4 3.75

43.75

50.00
-7 .73 -.27
-6 . 69 .05
-5 .86 1.34
-4 .71 -.01
-3 -.24 -1.54
-2 -.88 -1.91
-1 -1 .94 -1.83
0 -1.91 -.95
1 1.93 1 .84
2 -. 40 -.77
3 .76 . 94
4 .14 -.40
5 .17 -.22
6 -.50 -1.07
7 . 26 -.29
8 .14 .73
9 .63 1.10

10 1.30 1.80
11 1.64 2.18
12 -.16 .07
13 -5.18 -3.58
14 1.74 1.63
15 -4 . 23 -1.47
16 . 38 .13
17 1 .41 1.37
18 .44 -.02
19 -3.19 -.59
20 -.68 -.90

-20 .04 .55 -1 to 0 -3.84 -1.97
-19 .76 1. 46
-18 . 52 3.48 -2 to ♦2 -3.19 -1 .81
-17 -2.24 -5.42
-16 -1.14 -2.44 -10 to -1 -4.51 -1 .74
-15 . 23 .28
-14 -.01 -1.70 -20 to -1 -4 49 -1 . 40
-13 .50 .96
-12 . 35 -.02 eh♦otjo 1 24 .28
-11 .99 2.11
-10 .14 .01 0 to *20 -5.29 .33
-9 -2.19 -1.71
-8 -2.11 .36 -20 to *20 -9 , 78 -.74



MIXED ANNOUNCEMENTS UNCCN7AMINATED SAMPLE N i:

AVERAGE CUMULATIVE AVERAGE
ABNORMAL ABNORMAL RETURNS

EVENT RETURN
DAY 1 T STA? EVENT DAYS 4 T STAT 4 POS

-20 -.17 .55 -1 to 0 -3. 35 -.61 58 . 33
-19 1.00 2.11
-18 .32 2.99 -2 to *2 -1.80 . 34 nm**
-17 -3.14 -6.47
-16 -1.55 -2.34 -10 to -1 .17 40 33 . 33
-15 .33 .85
-14 .12 -1. 36 o.0r*1 -.78 O 50.00
-13 .15 -.10
-12 . 46 -.17 0 to *9 1.41 45 50.00
-11 1 . 52 2.82
-10 . 21 .50 0 to ♦20 7 84 .10 4167
-9 -.38 -.39
-8 -2. 58 .16 -20 to *20 -8.62 -.28 58 33
-7 .37 -.32
-6 1.55 . 53
-5 1. 42 1.02
-4 . 32 -.82
-3 . 14 -.99
-2 -.07 -.66
-1 -.82 -.16
0 -2. 53 -.69
1 1 .98 1.61
2 -.36 -.78
3 .78 .61
4 .77 . 36
5 .09 -.23
6 .12 -.16
7 . 66 . 16
8 -.09 .24
9 -.02 .31

10 1.53 2.17
11 1.13 1.55
12 .12 . 53
13 -6.23 -3.50
14 1.77 .81
15 -5 45 -2.05
16 . 42 .24
17 1.37 .80
18 .81 . 34
19 -4.12 -.98
20 -.60 -.87

1*!



UNCONTAMI NAT ED ANNOUNCEMENTS CP ENSRAL PURPO. E S AN:
BORROWER SIZE 1 < N » 27)

AVERAGE CUMULATIVE AVERAGE
ABNORMAL ABNORMAL RETURNS

EVENT RETURN
HAY t T STAT EVENT DAYS 1 T STAT 1 POS

-20 .23 .85 -1 to 0 .10 ,55 55 56
-19 .33 1 .22
-18 -.21 -.81 -2 to *2 -.20 -.09 40 74
-17 .10 .64
-16 -.14 -.61 I »-• o r* 0 1 -.75 -.25 46. 15
-15 -.18 -.52
-14 .10 .63 -20 to -1 -.81 .03 51 .85
-13 . 10 .52
-12 -.09 -.07 0 to »9 .07 . 56 51 .85
-11 -.30 -.92
-10 . 16 .86 0 to *20 -.62 .29 48 15
-9 .13 .71
-8 .29 2. 34 -20 to »20 -1.43 .23 59 26
-7 -.54 -2 44
-6 -.17 -.55
-5 -.06 -.45
-4 -.18 - .64
-3 - 44 -1 .41
-2 . 01 . 40
-1 .06 .39
0 .05 . 39
1 -.30 -1.15
2 -.01 -.23
3 . 12 . 49
4 .05 .27
5 .11 82
6 .01 . 36
7 .31 1.70
8 .04 -.15
9 -.32 -.73

10 .06 .31
11 -.18 -.77
12 .15 .76
13 . 11 .21
14 .23 .75
15 -.51 -1.20
16 -.81 -1.18
17 .26 .68
18 . 14 .32
19 .09 .76
20 -.43 -1.08

<\C



JNCOMTAMINATED ANNOUNCEMENTS OF SENEGAL PJRP SE LOAN:;
BORROWER SIZE 2 t ft = 37)

AVERAGE CUMULATIVE AVERAGE
A3NORMAL ABNORMAL RETURNS

EVENT RETURN
DAY % T STAT EVENT DAYS 1 T STAT 1 POS

-20 . 24 .65 I ** r* O O -.19 -.85 59 46
-19 -.31 -1.27
-18 -.06 -.21 -2 to ♦2 -.18 -.52 54 05
-17 -.19 -.93
-16 -.08 -.48 -10 to -1 1 .05 1.02 51.35
-15 .05 .32
-14 . 36 1.25 I N) o r» o .05 40 45 95
-13 -.34 -1. 33
-12 -.16 -.81 <T-•0o .42 . 36 51. 35
-11 -.50 -2.22
-10 -

. 16 -.65 0 to *20 1.17 .63 59 46
-9 .28 1.19
-8 .02 -

. 17 -20 to *20 1 .23 .17 48 65
-7 -.01 -.18
-6 .11 -.04
-5 -.05 -.05
-4 . 30 1.38
-3 . 47 1.62
-2 . 22 1.03
-1 -. 14 -.91
0 -.06 -.29
1 -.12 -.57
2 -.08 -

. 44
3 -.05 -.42
4 . 42 1.51
5 .20 .84
6 . 23 . 18
7 .04 . 48
8 . 14 .95
9 -.29 -1.10

10 .23 1.19
11 . 14 45
12 . 15 .77
13 .51 1.81
14 . 16 .70
15 . 46 1.25
16 -.31 -1.33
17 -.21 -1.02
18 -.01 -.32
19 -.27 -1 08
20 -.10 -.67

"I



20
19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
-9
-8
-7
-6
-5
-4
-3
-2
-1
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

UNCONTAMIMATED ANNOUNCEMENTS Of 3BNEPAL PURPOSE UAMS
BORROWER SIZE 3 (N = 47;

AVERAGE
ABNORMAL

RETURN
I T STAT

CUMULATI VE AVERA iE
ABNORMAL RETURNS

EVENT LAYS % T STAT * POS

42 55

57 45

44 .68

46 81

51 .06

46 81

48. 94
-.UD

-.18

-
. O'J

-1.09
-.09 -1.47
-.11 -.63
-.18 -.98
.49 2.28
-.03 .07
-.17 -.69
.12 .90
-.05 .15
-.07 -1.06
.08 -1.14
.07 -.16
.04 .28
-43 -1. 24
-.02 .60
-.18 -.66
.18 1 .11
1.73 7.61
-.15 -.77
- .06 -.34
.04 .32
.03 .20
36 1 . 45
.08 -.17
-.22 -.54
-.01 -.17
-.31 -1 . 18

. 17 .26 -1 to 0 -.19 .44
. 57 -3.16
. 16 -.37 -2 to *2 .37 1 .21
. 16 .30
.01 -.54 0©-41 -.28 -1.15
. 18 -2.18
. 54 -2.95 —41o0c*1 -1.06 2,14
.27 1.73
.06 -.06 0 to ♦9 -.61 96
.15 1.03
.01 -.78 0 to *20 1.07 .98
.04 -. 46
.11 .03 ©r*♦0•a©1 .01 -.79

V.



20
19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
-9
-8
-7
-6
-5
-4

-3
-2
-i

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

UNCONTAMINATSD ANNOUNCEMENT: F JENERAL PHP. I AN:
BORROWER SIZE 4 (N = 4 4

AVERAGE
ABNORMAL

RETURN
% T STAT

CUMULATIVE AVERAGE
ABN RMAL RETURN:

EVENT DAY3 1 T STAT 1 POS

3182

34 09

43 18

52.27

50.00

50.00

50.00
.27 .31
-.07 -1 .04
.69 2.88
. 19 .51
.46 .76
-.04 .15
-.40 -1.31
-.72 -1.67
.01 1.29
.23 .39
.39 1 .44
.67 1.98
.33 .92
-.69 -1.58
-.30 -.71

. 61 1.83
-.37 -2.03
.38 2.23
.17 .73
-.22 -.91
-.15 -.48
-.03 .08
.08 .07
.26 .80
-.50 -.89
-.41 -1.03
.32 .92
.04 -.05

.01 .00 -1 to 0 -1.12 -2.11

.02 -.18

. 40 .51 -2 to #2 -.91 .52
25 -1.09

. 16 .02 | o o o<0 .37

.02 -.48
. 46 .98 -20 to -1 1.67 .07
. 51 1. 34
. 31 -1 .23 *♦oo .16 .58
. 10 -.72
. 54 -.88 0 to *20 .10 .72
. 53 1.10
.28 -1.31 on45oto)o 1.77 .56

11



uncontaminated announcements of hkf: NAN K:
BORROWER SIZE 1 (N » 19)

EVENT

AVERAGE
ABNORMAL

RETURN
DAY 1 T STAT

-20 -.06 -.14
-19 -.22 -.21
-18 -.11 -.12
-17 . 16 .57
-16 . 10 . 54
-15 .31 .84
-14 .11 44
-13 -.53 -1.39
-12 -.26 -1.05
-11 -.07 .29
-10 .08 .23
-9 -. 45 -1.35
-8 -.06 .03
-7 -.10 -.79
-6 . 16 08
-5 -.01 -.03
-4 -.07 -.25
-3 -.17 -.26
-2 . 13 .50
-1 . 52 1.07
0 . 46 .93
1 -.43 -1.32
2 -.26 -.89
3 . 48 1.18
4 . 39 1.04
5 .05 -.03
6 .23 .75
7 -.03 -.11
8 -.20 -.44
9 -.19 -1.00

10 .24 .70
11 .05 .21
12 -.15 -.81
13 . 18 .68
14 -.75 -2.81
15 . 57 2 43
16 . 19 .79
17 -.69 -1.89
18 -.70 -2.89
19 -.84 -1.70
20 -.07 .02

CUMULATIVE
ABNORMAL

AVERAGE
RETURNS

EVENT DAY.5 1 T STAT • POS

-1 to 0 .98 1 41 63.16

-2 to *2 .43 .14 47. 37

owO— .03 -.25 63 16

-20 to -1 -.54 -.22 47 37

0 to »9 .49 .03 52.63

0 to *20 -1 . 48 -1,12 52.63

-20 to ♦20 -2.03 -.96 4 2 11



UNCONTAMINATED ANNOUNCEMB!*?S OF REFlNAft
BORROWER SIZE 2 (N > 18)

• FOB

38.89

55 56

50,00

44 44

44 44

33. 33

27. 78
-7 -.18 -.50
-6 .01 .38
-5 -1.62 -1. 90
-4 -.10 -.95
-3 -.55 -.85
-2 -.09 -1.47
-1 . 16 .79
0 -.68 -1.79
1 -.03 -.03
2 . 4"» .38
3 -.48 -.81
4 .13 .11
5 -1.19 -1.70
6 -1.04 -2. 36
7 . 31 1.35
8 -.40 -.27
9 .26 .92

10 -.80 -1. 44
11 -.70 -.76
12 .15 .26
13 .24 -.59
14 1.10 1.73
15 -.02 . 40
16 . 90 .70
17 -.21 -.35
18 -.82 -2.03
19 -.28 -1.84
20 .78 .61

AVERAGE CUMULATIVE A'. K HA
ABNORMAL ABNORMAL RETURNS

EVENT RETURN

DAY % T STAT EVENT DAYS 1 T STAT

-20 -.83 -1 43 -1 to 0 -.52 -.70
-19 -.02 -.16
-18 -.18 -.08 -2 to *2 -.17 -1.06
-17 .08 -.03
-16 .42 1.01 -10 to -1 -2.37 -1 .63
-15 .25 .06
-14 -.21 -.31 -20 to -1 -1.15 47
-13 .71 1.59
-12 .48 1.29 0 to *9 -2.66 -1.32
-11 .53 1.13
-10 -.30 -.89 0 to *20 -2.32 -1 .64
-9 .09 -.22
-8 . 22 45 -20 to *20 -3.4" -1 .50

f f



UNCONTAM 2 HATED ANNOUNCEMENT* OF PKF:NAN K:
BORROWER SIZE 3 (N = 17)

AVERAGE
ABNORMAL

SyENT RETURN
DAY » T STAT

CUMULATIVE AVERAGE
ABNORMAL RETURNS

EVENT DAYS •

-20 -.31 -.82
-19 -.45 -1.07
-18 .82 .69
-17 .04 .55
-16 -.19 -.17
-15 -1.02 -2. 34
-14 -.19 -.12
-13 -.89 -2.73
-12 .65 2.04
-11 .13 .26
-10 -.67 -1.76
-9 .11 -.25
-8 -.05 .02
-7 .20 .15
-6 . 37 1. 31
-5 -.03 .97
-4 -.29 -.88
-3 -.17 -.85
-2 -. 49 -1.35
-1 .13 -.57
0 -.59 -1. 47
1 -.44 -2. 48
2 .07 . 53
3 .14 -.11
4 -.24 -.33
5 -.01 -.53
6 -.43 -1.02
7 -.34 -1.12
8 -.07 -.11
9 . 36 1.09

10 -.12 .28
11 .13 1.25
12 -.53 -1.77
13 -.51 -1.44
14 .22 .78
15 .14 .89
16 .01 -.04
17 -.18 -.47
18 .50 1 . 42
19 -.06 -.35
20 .07 .25

-1 to 0 46

-2 to *2 -1. 31

•HI1ow0H1 -.88

-20 to -1 -2 30

♦owO -1.56

0 to *20 9-+ o>

-20 to *20 -4 19

T STAT • POS

-1 44 58 82

-2.67 35.29

-1.01 47 06

-1.55 35 29

-1.76 47.06

-1.03 41.18

-1 82 47.06



UNCONTAM I NATED ANNOUNCEMENTS . F REFINANCE;
BORROWER SIZE 4 <N » 19)

EVENT
DAY

AVERAGE
ABNORMAL

RETURN
* T STAT

CUMULATIVE AVERAGE
ABNORMAL RETURNS

EVENT CAYS T STAT

-20 1. 56 2.93
-19 .06 .21
-18 -.96 -1.21
-17 .25 .58
-16 1.22 .99
-15 . 50 .19
-14 1. 39 2.52
-13 .33 1.18
-12 .13 .50
-11 -.35 -.62
-10 -.47 -.79
-9 .37 -.14
-8 .43 .44
-7 .51 .17
-6 -.17 -.89
-5 .02 .80
-4 .12 .89
-3 -.20 .10
-2 -.45 -. 65
-1 -.37 -.27
0 .09 .23
1 -.24 -.67
2 .05 -1.00
3 -.25 -.66
4 -.17 .00
5 -.23 -.27
6 -.16 -.15
7 -.05 -.61
8 -.55 -1.07
9 -.03 -.03

10 -.09 -
. 44

11 .39 1.30
12 -.30 -.66
13 -.27 -.11
14 -.30 .38
15 .93 .48
16 -.86 -3.83
17 .63 2.16
18 .00 1.11
19 .48 1.51
20 .38 -.09

-1 to 0 -.28 -.03

-2 to *2 -.91 -1.10

-10 to -1 -.21 -.10

-20 to -1 3.91 1 .55

0 to *9 -1.53 -1. 34

0 to *20 -.55 -.53

-20 to *20 3 . 36 .71

4 POS

42 U

36.04

42. 11

57.09

36 84

42.11

42 1 1

<77



UNC0NTAM1NATED ANNOUNCEMENTS OF INCREASES
BORROWER SIZE 1 (N « 7)

AVERAGE CUMULATIVE AVERAGE
ABNORMAL ABNORMAL RETURNS

EVENT RETURN
DAY 1 T STAT EVENT DAYS % T STAT

-20 -.23 -.26 -1 tc 0 .30 .83
-10 -.44 -1 08
-18 - .29 -.72 -2 to *2 .04 .06
-17 .09 . 30
-16 -.45 -1.06 -10 to -1 -.62 45
-15 .48 1.16
-14 .29 .84 -20 to -1 -1.33 - 62
-13 -.32 -.92
-12 .11 . 24 0 to *9 -1.15 -. 70
-11 .05 .15
-10 .11 . 37 0 to *20 -1. 40 -.54
-9 -.31 -.59
-8 -.37 -.68 -20 to *20 -2.74 -.82
-7 -.13 -.31
-6 .15 . 49
-5 -.16 -.52
-4 -.49 -1.11
-3 -.08 -.37
-2 .41 .59
-1 .26 .70
0 .04 .48
1 -.07 .03
2 -.67 -1.68
3 -1.17 -2.42
4 . 40 .84
5 . 33 . 46
6 -.15 -.49
7 .57 1.03
8 -.16 -.30
9 -.26 -.36

10 . 12 . 31
11 .28 .30
12 . 10 . 36
13 -.08 -.24
14 -.24 -.60
15 .15 .36
16 .05 . 16
17 -.08 .34
18 -.33 -.40
19 -.09 -.10
20 -

. 14 -.54

* POS

57. 14

57. 14

42 , 06

28 . 57

57 14

28 . 57

28 . 57



uncontakihated announcements of :weneases
BORROWER SIZE 2 (M = 7|

AVERAGE CUMULATIVE AVERAGE
ABNORMAL ABNORMAL RETURNS

|V!HT RETURN
OAY % T STAT EVENT DAYS 1 T STAT I POS

-20 -.68 -1.19 -1 to 0 -1.01 -1. 40 57. 14
-10 -.03 .00
-18 -.01 .07 -2 to *2 -1 .57 1 49 57 14
-17 -1.74 -3.70
-16 -.59 -1.29 -10 to -1 1.51 .81 42 86
-15 -.40 -.67
-14 -.85 -1. 65 o o -2.58 -1.23 28 57
-13 .28 . 59
-12 -.15 -.40 0 to • 9 1.41 .95 57. 14
-11 .08 .15
-10 -.26 -

. 47 0 to *20 .76 38 ». CK

-9 . 26 . 48
-8 -.16 -.33 or*•oot -1.82 -.59 28 57
-7 .12 .13
-6 .61 1.01
-5 . 47 .84
-4 .83 1.65
-3 .09 .04
-2 -.10 -.16
-1 -.35 -.65
0 -.66 -1.33
1 -.27 -.52
2 -.20 -.32
3 . 46 1.07
4 . 22 .53
5 . 58 1.10
6 . 38 .70
7 . 94 1.77
8 .12 .29
9 -.17 -.29

10 47 -.91
11 -.11 -.18
12 -.11 -.19
13 -.10 -.13
14 . 54 1.05
15 - .13 -.26
16 - .44 -.95
17 - .19 -.35
18 . 18 .27
19 .26 . 48
20 -.07 -.12

<?<r



UNCONTAMI NATED ANNOUNCEMENT? OF I N<*KEASES
BORROWER SIZE 3 (.V ■ 10)

EVENT
DAY

AVERAGE
ABNORMAL

RETURN
* T STAT

CUMULATIVE AVERAGE
ABNORMAL RETURNS

EVENT DAYS I T STAT * POS

50.00

JO. 00

JO. 00

JO . 00

40.00

JO , 00

30.00
-7 -.02 .14
-6 - 44 -1.14
-J . 20 .45
-4 -

. 19 -.52
-3 .11 .06
-2 .15 -.14
-1 .12 .49
0 .21 .18
1 -.32 -.66
2 . 18 .47
3 -.12 -.26
4 -.69 -1.28
J -.66 -.93
6 .20 .34
7 .30 .73
e . J 7 .95
9 .22 .48

10 .21 -.02
11 -. 2 J -.62
12 . 25 .36
13 .20 .47
14 -.77 -1.51
1J -.20 -.50
16 . 42 .63
17 -.02 .14
18 :i .43
19 -.33 -.66
20 .36 .74

-20 -.40 -1.36 -1 to 0 .33 47
-19 -.28 -.70
-18 -.86 -2.99 -2 to *2 .35 .18
-17 -.25 -.97
-16 .13 .34 -10 to -1 -.29 -.09
-15 .16 .14
-14 .44 .91 -20 to -1 -.79 -

. 96
-13 .95 1 .81
-12 -.21 -.59 0 to + 9 -.10 .01
-11 -.19 -.61
-10 .13 .08 0 to «20 .45 -.30
-9 -.15 .81
-8 -.21 -.51 -20 to *20 -1 .23 - 89

I CO



UNCONTAMIHATED ANNOUNCEMENTS OP INCREASES
BORROWER SIZE 4 IH = 7)

AVERAGE
ABNORMAL

£V£NT RETURN
DAY t T STAT

-20 -.06 .11
-19 -.26 -.20
-18 -.07 -.09
-17 .18 .72
-16 -.53 -1.08
-15 .45 .65
-14 . 37 .11
-13 -.55 -.58
-12 -.70 -1. 30
-11 .07 .00
-10 -.65 - 43
-9 -1.02 -1.93
-8 1.02 1.73
-7 .18 .06
-6 -.07 -.13
-5 -.33 -.69
-4 -.71 -1.06
-3 - .04 .07
-2 .10 .11
-1 1.95 3.85
0 1.52 2.20
1 .88 1 .29
2 -.49 -.75
3 .03 -.28
4 -.82 -1.12
5 -.32 - .64
6 -.01 .04
7 2.oe 3.13
8 .32 .18
9 - .83 -1.32

10 1.30 2.19
11 .37 .25
12 .75 : 4-s

13 1 . 91 3.85
14 - .44 -.67
15 .70 1 . 38
16 -.04 - .04
17 -.55 -1. 54
18 -.94 -1. 32
19 -.65 -.86
20 .10 .01

CUMULATIVE
ABNORMAL

AVERAGE
RETURNS

EVENT DAYS 1 T STAT • POS

-I to 0 3.47 4.28 100.00

-2 to *2 3.95 3.35 71 .43

«p4oo 43 .51 57. 14

-20 to -1 -.67 -.01 57.14

o r+ O ♦ 2.36 .86 57.14

0 to *20 4 . 86 1 .62 42 M

20 to *20 4 19 1.15 57 ]4

ICI



UNCONTAMINATED ANNOUNCEMENTS Or POSITIVE NEWS
BORROWER SIZE 1 (N ■ 361

AVERAGE
ABNORMAL

IVBNT RETURN
DAY 1 T STAT

-20 -.89 -2.11
-19 .10 -.01
-18 -.32 -.46
-17 -.19 -.10
-16 .17 . 50
-15 -.20 -.33
-14 -.44 -.21
-13 -1.13 -1 .88
-12 .24 -.22
-11 -.03 -.15
-10 -.17 -.56
-9 .77 1.59
-8 .22 .74
-7 .03 . 33
-6 -.14 -.47
-5 .26 .82
-4 .33 .77
-3 -.37 -.97
-2 -.23 -.82
-1 -.10 -.99
0 .43 1.36
1 .22 1.20
2 .27 1.82
3 -.06 -.29
4 .15 .81
5 -.01 .25
6 -.32 -1.09
7 -.01 .06
8 -.01 -.29
9 -.41 -1.27

10 . 10 .25
11 -.11 -.34
12 .01 .01
13 -.66 -1.84
14 -.11 -.36
15 .41 1.11
16 -.07 -.28
17 -.04 -.26
18 -.03 .93
19 .06 .03
20 -.02 -.11

CUMULATIVE
ABNORMAL

AVERAGE
RETURNS

EVENT DAYS 1

-1 to 0 .34

| KJ o ♦ KJ .60

Ioo•-4 .59

*41o0CM1 -2. 10

0 to *9 .27

0 to *20 -.19

-20 to ♦20 -2.29

tc:.



uncontami nated announcements of positive news
borrower size 2 (n « 30)

i pos

53. 33

50.00

50.00

46 .6?

60.00

66 67

50.00
-7 .10 -1 .08
-6 -.43 -1 .60
-5 .11 . 18
-4 . 29 .25
-3 -.12 -.18
-2 .37 . 64
-1 .44 .03
0 . 64 1. 31
1 -.20 -.60
2 .15 . 96
3 .07 . 46
4 . 34 .81
5 -.03 .77
6 .63 1 . 99
7

. 21 .97
8 .01 .09
9 .12 43

10 -.34 -1 . 34
11 .15 . 53
12 -.05 .01
13 -.23 -.86
14 -.27 -.90
15 -.18 -.34
16 -.20 . 44
17 .43 1.79
18 -.17 . 30
19 .24 1.15
20 .09 .55

average cumulative average
abnormal abnormal returns

evert return
day 1 t stat event days 1 t stat

-20 -.51 -.97 -1 to 0 <DO .95
-19 -.06 -.19
-18 -6.00 -2. 54 -2 to *2 1 . 39 1.17
-17 .04 -1 .41
-16 -.34 -.95 1 o 0 1 .97 .17
-15 .29 -1.20
-14 1.03 .22 -20 to -1 -4 53 -1.19
-13 -.29 .32
-12 .34 1.02 o r» O • >*» 1.93 2.27
-11 .00 -.16
-10 .07 .94 0 to »20 1 .41 1 86
-9 .63 1.04
-8 -.47 .33 -20 to ♦20 -3.11 .51

'Cl



CONTAMINATED ANNOUNCEMENT: X I 13ITJVE HI *S HCHi WE ill
r 19)

EVEN"
DAY

-20
-19

-16

-14

-6

-2

2

7

u
12
13
14

16
17

AVERAGE CUMULATIVE AVERAGE
ABNORMAL ABNORMAL RETURN?

RETURN
% T STAT EVENT DAYS

-1 27 -1.16 ,06 4"*
.24
58 ♦M
.11 20

.26 .42 47
- 42 -.48
1 06 1 C€ -20 to -1
.06
.55 95
21

04 tc *2(

4<*

. 1"

26

.17

.88
45 • *•

23 34

- 04 .16
.12 35
.13
43 -1 29
.17 .12
.18 .28
.08

.35
, 86



JJICCSTANIMATE! ANNOUNCEMENTS OF POSITIVE NEV$: BORRCWER SITE 4
K s 11

EVENT
: AY

AVERAGE
ABNORMAL

CUMULATIVE AVERAGE
*PN PMAL RETURN?

EVENT OAi'S 4 T STAT * POf

. 19 .12 -1 to 0 67 56

-18 49
-17 07
-16 65 -!C t5 -1 64

.42
-14 64

.13
.40

4

44

I

1

.94

.45

. 4 9
4 43

i .44 aa
7 .14

. 4^
9 .77 -1.45
ic 20

.24 19
12 .51 .34
13 .14 -.06
14 . 36 68
15 .16 ■-57
16 1 22 1.69

.05
18

.26
24

icf



UNCONTAMI MATED GENERAL ANNOUNCEMENTS. REFINANCES. POSITIVES
AND INCREASES: BORROWER SIZE 1 (N ■ 89)

AVERAGE CUMULATIVE AVERAGE
ABNORMAL ABNORMAL RETURNS

IYBNT RETURN

DAY t T STAT EVENT DAYS « T STAT 4 POS

-20 -.11 -.52 -1 to 0 .40 1 . 36 53.93
-19 .05 .32
-18 -.21 -1.02 -2 to *2 .27 .84 46 07
-17 .06 .77
-16 -.04 -.22 wAIooH -.16 -.37 50. 56
-15 .03 . 35
-14 .01 .81 -20 to -1 -.94 -.75 44 94
-13 -.39 -1.58
-12 -.04 -.63 9•O© .14 .61 53 . 93
-11 -.13 -.45
-10 .05 . 47 0 to *20 -.65 -.27 48 31
-9 . 12 . 41
-8 .12 1 .61 -20 to •20 -1.59 -.71 46 07
-7 -.22 -1.73
-6 -.05 -

. 40
-5 .06 .07
-4 .00 -.34
-3 -

. 33 -1 .62
-2 - .03 .11
-1 .11 . 28
0 . 29 1.64
1 -.10 -

. 49
2 .00 .14
3 .03 -.05
4 . 20 1.39
5 .07 .72
6 -.08 -.26
7

. 12 1.17
8 -.05 -.56
9 -.33 -1.78

10 . 12 .74
11 -.06 -

. 44
12 .02 . 12
13 -.25 -.93
14 -.16 -1 .28
15 .19 1.33
16 -.14 -.39
17 -.09 -.57
18 -.14 -.58
19 -.12 -.38
20 -.15 -.77

IC(



UNCONTAMINATED GENERAL ANNOUNCEMENTS. REFINANCES POSITIVES
AND INCREASES: BORROWER SIZE 2 (N ■ 92)

AVERAGE
ABNORMAL

EVENT RETURN
DAY 1 T STAT

-20 -.21 -.32
-19 -.18 -1.07
-18 -.54 -.87
-17 -.26 -2. 31
-16 -.02 -.53
-15 .08 -.34
-14 .17 . 31
-13 -.01 .14
-12 .07 . 30
-11 -.12 -1 .04
-10 -.17 -.71
-9 .29 1. 30
-0 -.05 .15
-7 -.01 -.87
-6 -.02 -.39
-5 -.28 -.55

.26 1.06
-3 .05 .56
-2 . 18 .32
-1 .09 -.39

.00 -.59
1 -.14 -.86
2 .09 .35
3 -.06 -.06
4 .32 1. 61
5 -.10 .57
6 .15 . 48
7 .21 1.92

- .01 .63
9 -.04 -.11

10 -.23 -.98
11 -.04 .19
12 .06 .53
13 .14 .28
14 .22 . 94
15 .00 .64
16 -.07 -.51
17 .03 .23
16 -.20 -.79
19 -.03 -.57
20 .14 .16

CUMULATIVE
ABNORMAL

AVERAGE
RETURNS

EVENT DAYS 1 T STAT • POS

oo•H .10 -.69 53. 26

-2 to *2 .23 -.59 53 . 26

•HIo01 .34 .16 50.00

-20 to -1 -.60 -1.31 44 57

0 to »9 .44 1 .24 53. 26

0 to * 20 .53 88 54 35

-20 to ♦ 20 -.15 1 CD 4 3 48
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UNCONTAMINATBD GENERA*. AN NOUNCBMBNTS REFINANCE: Ft : ! TI V E
AND INCREASES: BORROWER SIZE 3 >N ■ 93)

EVENT
DAY

AVERAGE
ABNORMAL

RETURN
I T STAT

CUMULATIVE AVERAGE
ABNORMAL RETURNS

EVENT LAY. « T STAT I POS

-20 -.08 -.93 -1 to 0 -.16 -.75 47.31
-19 -.46 -3.12
-18 -.06 -1.18 -2 to ♦2 o 06 53.76
-17 .08 .19
-16 -.03 -.31 -10 to -1 .44 -1. 30 4 6 . 2 4
-15 -.32 -2.83
-14 -.21 -1.70 -20 to -1 -1.20 -2.59 46 24
-13 .09 .70
-12 .11 .95 0 to *9 -.25 -.87 49. 46
-11 .11 .77
-10 -.12 -1. 39 0 to *20 .26 .12 4 5.16
-9 .00 -.04
-8 -.03 .25 -20 to •20 94 -1.72 44 09
-7 -.05 -.58
-6 -.13 -.89
-5 -.08 -.72
-4 -.11 -1.02
-3 -.14 -1.09
-2 .18 1.27
-1 .02 .11
0 -.18 -1.17
1 -.11 -1.02
2 .04 .69
3 .01 -.68
4 -.13 -1.57
5 .02 -.32
6 .15 .84
7 -.05 -.04
8 -.05 .15
9 .05 .39

10 .10 .92
11 .86 5.64
12 -.12 -1.07
13 -.13 -.95
14 -.11 - .44
15 .04 .34
16 .26 1.32
17 .03 -.11
18 -.13 -.51
19 -.12 -.89
20 -.17 -.94

icy



UNCONTAMI HATED GENERAL ANNOUNCEMENTS REFINANCES i JSITiVK
AND INCREASES: BORROWER SIZE 4 . N 85 I

EVENT
DAY

AVERAGE
ABNORMAL

RETURN
* T STA"

cumulative average
abnormal RETURN.

EVENT DAYS * T STAT • PCS

-20 .38 1.50 -1 to 0 -.23 -.07 47 .06
-19 .13 .82
-18 .09 .98 -2 to *2 -.04 .62 44 71
-17 -.05 -.25
-16 .42 .64 -10 to -1 43 .60 48 24
-15 .19 .08
-14 .70 2.34 -20 to -1 2 45 1.79 58.82
-13 .29 1.28
-12 -.17 -.91 0 to *9 .32 .53 49.41
-11 .03 -.39
-10 -.47 -1.23 0 to *20 1.21 1.12 49 4 1
-9 .47 .97
-8 .04 -.33 -20 to *20 3.66 2.05 52 94
-7 .29 .30
-6 -.05 -.78
-5 .25 1.79
-4 .13 .91
-3 -.11 -.07
-2 -.09 .04
-1 -.04 .30
0 -.20 -.40
1 .12 1.32
2 .17 -.03
3 .23 1.18
4 .30 1 . 47
5 .07 .23
6 -.29 -.73
7 .05 .07
8 .28 1.04
9 -.41 -2. 47

10 .32 2.31
11 .25 1.29
12 -.02 -.37
13 .07 .76
14 -.06 .32
15 .36 .46
16 .14 -.61
17 -.13 -.36
18 -.37 -1.15
19 .25 1.17
20 .07 -.39

IC?



UNCONTAMI HATED POSITIVES AND INCREASES ONLY
BORROWER SIZE 1 (N - 43)

l POS

48 84

48 84

46 . 51

39 . 53

55 81

46 51

39 53
-7 -.01 .15
-6 -.08 -.19
-5 . 18 .51
-4 .17 .21
-3 -.32 -1.04
-2 -.12 -.51
-1 -.04 -.62
0 .37 1. 44
1 . 17 1.11
2 .12 .97
3 -.25 -1.28
4 .20 1.09
5 .05 .42
6 -.29 -1.19
7 .09 .46
8 -.03 -.38
9 -.39 -1.31

10 .11 .35
11 -.05 -.19
12 .02 .15
13 -.57 -1.79
14 -.13 -.57
15 .37 1.16
16 -.05 -.19
17 -.05 -.11
18 -.08 .70
19 .04 -.02
20 -.04 -.32

AVERAGE CUMULATIVE AVERAGE
ABNORMAL ABNORMAL RETURNS

EVENT RETURN
DAY 1 T STAT EVENT DAYS 1 T STAT

-20 -.65 -1.83 o0•JH1 .33 .58
-19 -.10 -.67
-18 -.31 -.80 <N♦0•JCM1 .49 1 .19
-17 -.09 .10
-16 -.05 -.22 -10 to -1 .27 -.12
-15 .04 . 42
-14 -.20 .31 -20 to -1 -1 .76 -1.17
-13 -.87 -2.07
-12 .20 -.06 0 to *9 .03 . 42
-11 -.01 -.05
-10 -.10 -.30 0 to *20 -.40 .11
-9 .50 1.09
-8 .08 . 32 -20 to *20 -2.15 -.74

I to



UNCONTAMI HATED POSITIVES AMD INCREASES ONLY
BORROWER SIZE 2 (N » 37)

• P08

54 .05

51 . 35

48 65

43. 24

59 4b

59 46

45 95
-7 . 10 -.88
-6 -.19 -.91
-5 .19 .55
-4 . 40 .96
-3 -.08 -.14
-2 . 28 .50
-1 .29 -.26
0 . 40 .60
1 -.22 -.77
2 .09 .72
3 .15 .89
4 . 32 .96
5 .07 1.16
6 . 59 2. 10
7 . 33 1.61
8 .03 .21
9 .06 .26

10 -.37 -1.60
11 .10 .39
12 -.06 -.07
13 -.20 -.83
14 -.11 -.34
15 -.17 -.42
16 -.25 -.02
17 .31 1 . 46
18 -.10 .39
19 .25 1.25
20 .06 .44

AVERAGE CUMULATIVE AVERAGE
ABNORMAL ABNORMAL RETURNS

JVEMT RETURN
DAY % T STAT EVENT DAYS 1 T STAT

-20 -.61 -1. 53 -1 to 0 .68 .25
-19 -.04 -.12
-18 -2.51 -1. 58 -2 to «2 .83 40
-17 -.92 -3.67
-16 -.47 -1.59 -10 to -1 1.03 . 46
-15 -.06 -1.32
-14 .16 -.97 -20 to -1 -3. 30 -1 . 84
-13 -

. 04 .64
-12 .12 .50 0 to ♦ 9 1.81 2.45
-11 .03 -.02
-10 -.07 . 42 0 to »20 1 .27 1 83
-9 .49 1.12
-8 -.38 . 10 -20 to *20 -2.03 .03
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UNCONTAKI MATED POSITIVES AND INCRE/SES NLY
BORROWER SIZE 3 (N ■ 29)

AVERAGE
ABNORMAL

EVENT RETURN
DAY 1 T STAT

-20 -.62 -1.77
-19 - .09 -.39
-18 -.74 -2.79
-17 -.10 -.68
-16 .12 .43
-15 .02 -.19
-14 .72 1.37
-13 .62 1 43
-12 .03 .12
-11 -.03 -.33
-10 .07 .04
-9 .00 .96
-8 .24 . 48
-7 -.27 -

. 41
-6 -.42 -1.36
-5 -.10 -.12
-4 .03 -.33
-3 - .04 .00
-2 .07 .39
-1 .05 .55
0 .03 -.09
1 -.30 -1.07
2 .15 .63
3 .06 .20
4 -.38 -1.10
5 - .04 .02
6 .65 1.88
7 .68 2.28
8 -.07 -.41
9 .25 .71

10 .08 .02
11 -.12 -.51
12 .14 . 36
13 -.03 -.21
14 -.51 -1 .74
15 .01 -.31
16 .25 .54
17 .06 .35
18 -.31 -1 .24
19 -.33 -1.09
20 -.07 -.34

UMULATIVE
ABNORMAL

AVERAGE
RETURNS

EVENT DAYS 1 T STAT 1 POS

-1 to 0 .07 .33 48 28

-2 to «2 .00 .20 58 62

-10 to -1 -.37 .06 48 28

-20 to -1 -
. 44 -.58 51.72

0 to *9 1.03 . 96 48 26

0 to *20 . 18 -.25 44 8 J

-20 to *20 -.26 -.58 »4 48

U2.



UNCONTAHIMATED POSITIVES AMD INCREASES ONLY
BORROWER SIZE 4 (N » 22)

AVERAGE CUMULATIVE AVERAGE
ABNORMAL ABN RMAL RETURN

EVENT RETURN
DAY % T STAT EVENT DAYS 1 T STAT 1 POS

-20 -.13 -.01 -1 to 0 1.56 2.88 81 ,82
-19 . 52 1.93
-18 .66 2.78 -2 to *2 2 47 3,12 72.73
-17 .12 .56
-16 .09 .26 M o r» O .06 .76 63 64
-15 .39 .75
-14 .52 .76 o0r*1 2.56 2 06 72.73
-13 -.31 -.63
-12 -.18 -.56 0 to »9 2.26 1 47 59.09
-11 .83 1.00
-10 -.28 -.40 0 to *20 4.73 1 .68 54 5*
-9 .41 .50
-8 . 40 .89 -20 to *20 7.30 2.65 68 , 18
-7 . 10 -.03
-6 .14 .91
-5 -.51 -1. 47
-4 .01 .22
-3 -1.30 -1.39
-2 . 12 . 47
-1 .97 2.69
0 . 59 1 . 38
1 .65 1.39
2 .15 .32
3 . 34 .94
4 .03 .14
5 -.13 -.55
6 . 30 .83
7 .76 1.65
8 . 36 .51
9 -.79 -1. 94

10 .57 1.83
11 .28 .30
12 .59 1.11
13 .73 2.17
14 .09 . 14
15 . 34 .33
16 .80 1.36
17 -.15 -1 - 46
18 -.59 -1.81
19 - .04 -.36
20 -. 13 -.57
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•THE CHOICE BETWEEN BANKS AND BONDS',
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FINANCE
\

%

The choice between banks and bonds

Hok do companies and financial institutions uith access to the debt securities nuirkets decide betueen
tank lending facilities and bond issues uhen seeking to borrxm ? Selh Armtlage, a let Surer in ftrujru e at
'he University ofEdinburgh s Department of Business Studies, tniesfigates

EVIDENCE SHOWS THAT the
"iwfcopd market daw not gt-r>cr
kh ippre to offer • cheaper
teurcr at finance than the hank
ate alternative, except tor the
V» (ixiiwtit rated AAA or AA.
tod cn: a not the onty considers
into, or even always the moot an-
MtM.
b the eyw ot company trea

tortrs. booth and bank leant are
he boo being perfect tubatitutet
• 'he key dsflerencr a that booth
» provide longer term fund#.

Comparing the coats of differ-
tec forms of finance car. be tfcffi
"A The terms of moat leant are

lasfidestai. and only would-be
tuMwers know what offers have
toes made to them. However.
ttueS bank lending to the UrgesC
fcrriwert a m the form of tyntfc
aod kans and the termt of many

of these are reported aeekfy The
closest debt market ahersesjvT to

a syndicated loan a a eurofwed
tsaue. so d u apprapnM* to com
pare the costs of these two fur tot
of finance

Also, m recent years (he cue
ume of eurotmodn stewed by (>.
borrowers hat been much wrger
than that at other types of trtded
debt such at commercial paper or
domestic debentures.

There rrrnams the petsMere
that interest on tymhratrd katni
w charged at a margin over three
or tu month LIBOR - s foaUBg
rate - whereat eurofwevdt part t
fixed rate of interest Therefore
whscft proves cheaper ower any

given period, tay five years, Ar
pewit on how the actual b-c*6» of
short-term ntes dwrte« the five
years compare with the feted rwsr

pu'Tahe ces the awteboMS Arte*
Based at Ua Mart ct the perv ti

Fotttotoaicty n « ii
gvcad 'Jan diSe s»lly to stt-tr^ag
tlMt narofaoetf bartowest (Ja«e

Soest the* truer etc, Ohbgattabt
ice » feard to » (koMdg !r>n
by retimi «£Ut ae Matted rate
taap at the tear cf sue si »« (sit
they often k. car. ".hen <«*♦>

par* Mr vet Mr the tiraduaired
•oar. met bond plus !• *,' aftetbs
the all both law » fnwljfig c«4

1 nfmi as pTKV
The tertsi sere rtamaxf cd si
Mrafctotof issues sad tpMhoMM!
j sr.! ke t'K lasrtwwwrs hrtseer.

t«M» sod : W»i t'. would h»« r brer

•Oral to Mrver litjatt nattart hafftw

a*g m bath ma-'kett a; the ua~er
taae to aaatob » deed cntogaetsos
of costs U be made hut. pwrhapw
ere tetfprtoaftgty tjbrrr mt m'-'u
sfij ar ttuifc rsampBes

The wearrs( » 7ay'«* * est
row akach issued • ruittwNt &

Sepr.emhrr l«M am! signed t evt.
<hs*«d Mar- nr. Newnttoher r eery
tsesaae petcta* liewvitr u « tftiiS
prcttUbar U> get » feel fa* penary <*.
the Sac maffcett by bol»c« the
terra* of aegv member* of bead
issues ted loans

To nfejltrWe 7 slue ) shews

(he caacg* or. t tr-ea. be!" tepe*
trenfatrw isa^t tf en* shied
iltijri st tuttabg (bar ttrterew »t

ewtepad be s filltoabg rwte a' Use
SCrciwh «w«p fW!» To Samfatute
tS'JCTJ£4KSt SWJC- S- ItlijM £ Jx'JtsCT
ire e atrrfctg aid to* » aaOurdy
of a-, saorv (Met JO yeses

h CMS be sew (Mr Sneer 2**»
asKsi towradt the end of 5«8K
Aoifioe sad (rupsr A reded asms*
ct-eud teemw ar sArw MR * jw

ceear Miuw LUKJR wkue ibse
wri a eliighd.'i ewer ftdang su-i
at TraedVuse foete ted seethed
b. StreerCSaure* Ui-pe atd la-utiaf
crer6«e»en tnch a* TsyV* *-»d
row contd barrow tf chase to

uBoa
-

onrrrbi tt«e tod ef 2'de pre

3M nrreused n^reejilc. tie let
s r« tor atu-S -wpuife s seyw» e

e ienf^irrr ay pr-ftw'.i'" mr Ufa
wr? bag ir

ipalfi si U» evesrived
sad! (be scN-re te rSent tee. the . *i.

la! at )spwbe«e isitti itowssd by
tlve It- ir. the j»,e.-.ese »l. • i itu
Set Aiding J WHO Vt*i govt line lej
f'Stghly iisii » $m itM ts> !H»'
AAA* were Uaft>w«n d *'*
! 11* ip are! A< f OA pay c*o;
ttane

H.W he: t> 41 "tttjwe a -h
systAnetod Seta*' tsbb pen
rvAet t tampae of Menu t» am i,
timer, eiet-.s-.-e t sgsu-- si- ch

ttsrbhg '•-« f thern htt t eot
gw. hehew HIP t>c ». fact t£ of :'.c
srvmsi hu-abed I >iui> tried >.« I

leyeefted Ii* 1 >, betrem d-ntng
;(efts PS charged sore isetor
a!*»e IJlV tfit ted )'■ Itsic p»«•»".t
a sc abad Ibe re.:T..rr.uir.

S c«er mffr.i «e»>e«sed »'
WtMtraf Ibe ssere J*»e t: #> (be
band fdatt ea-sp Jt-eeiker S».e
i'dl* There »ere servers c*gk» >'
uai '/ Menu la * 1ejehe.'
tftafiaadtas sod iw'-ne- m

tanidl'< t* be (teyewed ugwsci
ard (be efSe, • ef (be Mi . t Ice

seer tlMTty by coe-gta'tbe '
bsttt jerar.' rbp gif eChdscCcec'
bj Vtd.bert. f-tevtrvewy MS (Ipiidar
Slew wvlfc (he JJ£ bpa fed
i'Wtc'cee est tbao (w- ft*ce.lbt

later

The tewt# tusd ju- ;»tse Igerct't
(wgattaHbeieit* eere (he ss--.e i

Ibe aeevtryceiy fanneraUftg crttogw
beet a-ere legeafded st aageeriad
erevMt ie tbe Aastrxbubae*

|( epsaara (bef fec*« ttv.rtm***'
by aettbewMf lawt * (be rroel-. s

ed rat rraeke' tbaa (lay Ad toe
bard prut tawpn t. (bee b* urge

ceempiarccet benw (be rsgvor vf AA-
cywfkd tdabdasg (be»» awe lee
fVcit't to f b-rcse *cf- rnc- 'be ' <c

sh«e«we»uv tt teriew of eeurgi
after I (»sr.

r la* a<e Mere tg-cred tee -. i -.
e eju-ue I f e* t e sf/eee .it .*

tbe se .sag f • ptntt oe>u •
Sme-c ire edrci-t S ' far eatod '/ ->rf
anrtirf bwwad jwd stft 4"r
There esir« ss- be > ha to? •»«

•"Mr the** null -e-r«

Uto ft w.«.T»rfc«» .a*:



r term at the boods, foe * 6»e
r issue. they would be 3D bpt
■ assure - rather mare, d the
m ryot at money a taken into
mat, wtuct itsel! depends an

raweg tnterrs; rates Far a
ideated loan, the fee* payable
te depend partly on how much
iwad
,'sr rumple commitment fees
tar.Wed at a percentage of
—Hid but undrawn amounts

t a usually impossible to be
car about the annuaimd coat

rrepeated fawns But assuming
ft: tent usage the feet an the
B» e Table 2 range tram 2 bps
1 rcum tor Guinness and
lienor to 14 bp* per annum lor
T csd Taytor VAnudrow as *

psrtice at the total facility
ML
"We was tome tendency for
iiataud kmc. fees as wt£ as

rpw to mcrr-ase around the
I * IWC These fee rases

•tid Se doubled as a praportmn

at funds actually borrowed, to
make them comparable «v.l the
fees on a bond issue

In terms at anauikw! fees

then, syndsaWed Sacuitws were

probably somewhat cheaper than
band issues during thr sample
period, especially far shorter
maturities It fees are measured

per pound harrowed then thr cos!
at a syndicated facility » »tn
scnsitiie to how fully d ci drawn,
down one that was fdtir used

would appear cspenso* But the*,
part at what is bring paid tat is the
conierucncr at knowing that the
faculty is there d needed

It as nor powublr tv make pre
cue compart*ecu brfwecr. the
coats of bonds plus swap* and
syndicated >wi cash would be
borrowers thrmsehes are e a

pauSior. to A Ikes .Veserthries.s
whrr. tors are taker, rati aceoame,

there dors nut appear to be a gee
crkfcsed coat advantage to one
kern <V taoerowsog raeer the oehrr

CS-eg* prrh*;* Ice Ihr See Ut
and LA uret »y SRsauld
r» hod the tvesd meter

cheaper

The (aapiai'i peespeella*
To had «•*! how cangaaftMks act us-
h ch'«se testr* isui Wwt

bonds. KS fttareHwahhaitry am
see.' kit its' to the l.'i *: jtfl eg

(leps'art ah 1 '.at .esucd
eurubonds SAW e thr t.tslt eg J 'kt
0 the fcemtp* is &*** •satdeti
from, know- bund aaktkrt users

The togag ts t.a*« i.i. i t eg inte¬
rs' to nepegi iKii gm at 4k
responses were interned resatfc; <g
there. s«*y hi

The
(Mn^ls'it9| orf ' <jw»*ft)jt'W.i • •?*

tog agar*-. €•- rfttfJarfti'. flfthrt UK** fr
qpSaSftog- ve-1,'ar or ttMtof
TV tottce*!**. »*: U arjtft. Hbrjty'

Uk bit.*-4 UcMlC (if IfcftO* *f

ftottpuMfcrettji ontT. wariM wvtJiKMti
ftjgyoftftaf ft 1*
•jh«r trf.'-frpr.tr-r erf ft g^r-tt'k'r

tU: '^iviisi nv v»ivi !.t

«b*! U t« l.H( iJrf^f:!

(hksiifrJ t! 1*4. V'fyrf
odlhff H'wgtrf jJSrts*. fUMff <3*
« Sfticft.

TW Jt*ui « ft r WatetSwIWeS ft
1 ftkluc A TW iri^ciJvtTU twrfc

}*»iic H ft* •,%« t'.n o«h!
hit jtIk : fci-c athes 5.-«*****. W»ti
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•t*ic mm! Im^Ii bur? IMFtog I* t* c#t
•cs ftftd «jv • in It IKftf »

t» «f4i! iftft ac

(V Sh» tjkirxt** A; f*f . c*t'.
tK»' * fttus t* vift-«»- •

»Mih tftvJi 1 jtir -t

<WUrf «'J#* t«ft* •••fhtift.Cv1 «4ft I'I0i|g
tftft' it ft. c s Hr«j»C"S t»w1 j«p? • «• - :l
tart (liirt |»Jftsc it t*< IHr sn*..?

ifti'.t# tc line lis'*- I«tr.*y<r 4

• TUtfl i «rf f .^.twS .4 ftMu^teft *«

ittij*ft'.ftc.' 5 c Jtaftrt? t c t|t *y-kr.• c

f tjci ki.; » '.Hr
Mi t *r « ft?. |J* «kft«vi x

«• !$*« IT pmi Cftfth' fti c ft|w« gU-j
ill#) ?»'.r hihadt ft?* n»

I*. Ift t «*' 1 laftl lift fthftf'f « tj*: .,*®

Mt t IftftkC :t Jft mit <*' (

IhftftrttJC )>4r- 'sft-Taft knftfc; |bc ft f .. -

Ir) erf Itftti "•ft

fh* Ja^-iC gftfttfftft Irft UmtJk iftk ■■

lart ft-aiiMide t r.tSftll'-t <#MF4 d ft»

rfltMrtift H)rf fcjM itt-k**' e *• f
ft. --U c-*'" ?>«t ;*

Urealftft" i- #»-cs* iafc'ft «nhNf«w|#lt lift
as • *• )fat ftrfjhc? l-»

ftsc t-csft. fet^ tntk r't i«> > 1>.t
ififTftMr» " '■ ' ■' t ftp** ttwrfhf 'Wtrf -
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'EVENT STUDY METHODS AND EVIDENCE ON THEIR PERFORMANCE',
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EVEXT STVO* KETMOOS 1KMO EVJDKXCE OX THE!* fCKroXXAXCB

Abet «ct. The paper o«tiln«« widely uaed ««t hods of estimating »j»n«»tmal

returns and tasting their • ignIficance, highlights respect• in which they

differ conceptually. and t«vim research comparing result* they produce in

various empirical contest a. Oiract avidanca on tha (wrforaanc* of different

set hod a la availabla from simulation aipariaant* m which known levels of

abnormal raturn ara addad. The aarxac model la aoat commonly uaad to <janar«u

espected raturna and no battar altarnativa haa yet been found despite the weak

ralatlonahip batwaan bata and actual raturna. Choica of procedure for

• ignificar.cn testing dapanda on the char acter l at lea of the data. The ev i dence

indicates that in many caaea the beat procedure ia to standardise ear Set aw.de1

abnormal raturna by thair time aerlea standard errors of regression and use

tha t-tast. Alternatively a rank teat appears to be at least as pnerfu1. If

errors ara cross-corralatad or Increase in variance during the test period,

other methods discussed should be used.

Keywords: abnormal returns; event studies; espected returns; market aw .del;

• igmf lcance testa; a itaulet lone .

1 • IfltrpdvtciigB

There asiata a huge body of research in financial economic# which •»««•

to measure ur.es pec tad or abnormal raturna of shares. The return on a share is

correlated to acase est ant with the return on the stock market it la part of.

and m the long term at least, flakier shares should earn higher return# if

investors ara risk averse. So a share'# •spected return over a period la the

raturn on tha market over that par ..4. often with an adjustment for the
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snare" a risk. Its *c(u* 1 return will be affected by othar factor* but

attcc.pt. a to node I return* uamg factors beyond mar ket return and risk have not

caught on In empirical work. The abnormal return for a period la amply the

actual lea* the expected return.

Much of the research involving abnormal returns consist a of test s of the

efficient market hypothesis that share prices reflect all available

Information, so there is no way greater (or less than) normal returns could be

earned except by chance. Many studies have sought to est lea' s abnormal

returns accruing from a set of inveataant decisions, for esaeple following a

systematic investment rule or the advice of investment analysts. perhaps oven

•or* common are "event studies' which estimate abnormal returns at and around

the time of some event relating to the aheres concerned, for •«aapie the

announcement of a rights issue or a takeover bid. ill of this research

requires an estimate of expected or normal returna for shares or portfolios

over some period of interest, the test or event period, which in many studies

is of the same length for each share but over different calendar dates, Jn

the case of a test of an investment rule (eg buy shares with a low

price/earnings ratio), the test period starts when the rule is implement mdj in

an event study it is the date of the event and the surrounding period. The

t*m "event study methodology" has come to refer generally to procedures for

estimating abnormal returna and teatmg their a ign i f icance, though the

application of these procedures is not limited to true event studies.

Studies are far frosa homogeneous in their use of such procedures, which

might find surprising given how often they occur. The reason is partly

that there are aome factors which should affect choice of method, for esample

"hether abnormal returns are cross-correlated, and thee# factors will be
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pointed out. But wore of the variety can probably be attribute.! to a process

of axper iment at ion with different mode 1 a and methods in different contexts,

and of researchers becoming familiar with a widening range of possibilities.

Indeed, there is a bewildering array of factors to consider in designing an

abnormal returns study and appraising Its results (Beaver, 1982, gives a

'partial list of selected research design issues' containing 42 items). Also

aspirical evidence on the effectiveness of alternative met hods only became

available during the 1980s.

The purpose of this paper is to provide a compact review of the main

sethoda and of research concerning thee. Bringing together and comparing

these variants may be helpful both in reading the many studies which use one

of them and in designing new empirical rasearch. The paper does not derive or

assess theories of expected returns but presents a number of ways in which

abnormal returns hava actually been estimated, explain# how they differ and

reviews evidence on their performance. The choice of method sometimes

receives little or no discussion, perhaps because the underlying idea is so

familiar, and in some cases because 'when the stocA-price response to an event

is large and concentrated in a few days, the way one eet laaatea daily expected

returns (normal returns) in calculating abnormal returns has little effect on

inferences' (ferns. 1991, p. 1801). But the evidence la clear that the choice

ran affect the reaulta in some circumstances. Given the very wide appll'-stion

of abnormal returns methodology, a revie-* of the choices and the the/

can have seems .urthwhile.

The issues considered are grouped under two headings, choice of model

*nd choice Of Significance 'oat. on Choice Of model , the evidence Suggest a

*hat the market model will perform as well as. if not better than, any

Alternative in most circumstances. On cnoice of signi .ranee test, the
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evidence favours a t-test or a rank tt*t on average abnora* 1 r«turn» vh«r« th#

individual abnormal return for each share has ba«n at andardiaed by dividing

it by tha time aariaa acandard arror of the regression uaad to estimate tha

market modal coafficlents. This test is preferable unless abnormal returns

exhibit significant cross-corralation over time or increase in variance during

tha test period, in which case tests which allow for these circumstances will

perform batter. In simulations in which levels of abnormal return are known,

performance is measured by both the rejection rate of the null hypothesis of

no abnormal return when it is true (type 1 error J and the acceptance rate of

the null when it is false (type 2 error). If type 1 errors are greater than

would be expected given the significance level, the method is unreliable) if

type 1 errors are acceptable, power is measured by the sensitivity of the

sethod to the presence of abnormal returns.

The contents of the paper are as follows. Section 2 presents mode1s of

expected returns whose performance has been tested and section 1 outlines the

aethodology of simulation research into estimation of abnormal returns.

Sections 4 and 5 consider choice of model end significance toot respectively,

section 6 reviews certain special issues and section ? provides summary

recommendations on choice of ssethod in the light of the evidence. The text

and notes include examples of the application of abnormal returns methodology.

3• Hodels 9texpected returns

Perhaps the simplest ssodel is to assume that, over any period *, a

share i will earn the market rate of return. Ptt, • Then the abnormal r«»urn.

is the actual return. J"it. leea . Call thia the index model. It la

*sed, for example, by Lakonishok 4 Vermaeien (l^SO) to meaewre abnormal
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{••turns from soiling shares to companies which offer to repurchase thee wis

tender offers.

Another simple model Is to assume that the share earns the same return

as It does on average during an estimation period before or around the tost

period. Then

AR^£ ■ "it " ll)

where R, Is the average return of the share during the estimation period.

Call this the average return model. Matulis s (1*»«I0) I nvest igat ion into the

•hare price response to announcements of chsnges in gearing uses this swmIbI

and the average daily return is calculated from returns for AO days before end

60 after the event period.

The coownonest approach is to est;mat # the relationship between a share a

returns and returns on the market by ordinary least squares <ot.8) regression

and use this relationship to estimate espected returns, given returns on the

market. This is the market model, a one factor OLS regression egustion

Rlt " °l # Vmt * *lt' ,3>

where a. and 0 are regression coefficients and • { la the error term Having

calculated estimates of ai and 0^ with data from an est imat ion period, the

espected return is given by Inserting the estimated valuee of «i and 0^

together with the actual return on the market. *o

**lt * *lt " ♦ Vet*' <J»

Karket model abnormal returns are prediction errors if the »est period is

distinct from the estimatIon period, but in eany studies the test period Is a

subset of the estimation period, in which case the abnormal returns are given



by the relevant subset of regress ion trror terms. oft on referred to ae

r«a;du«la.

This ®o48» was uaed in fame at a 1 ° a (1969) aaotnat ion of sbnoimal

returns around the innouncaoant of stock apt Ita, in which a company met aaaaa

tha number of ita aharaa In laaua without raising new capital. Thla la tha

aarliast and moat influential avant atudy. St uaaa monthly data and the

aatimatlon period for each ahara'a market modal coaffictanta la all a»ntha for

1926-1960 for which data la available, excluding tha fifteen »<>n« ho preceding

each acock aplit and. for apllta followed by dividend increaaea. the fifteen

month# aftarwarda. The taat or event period ie the month of the stock aplit

announcement together with the 29 aontha before and after, for which avet a ye

cumulative abnormal raturna are calculated.

Unlike tha three models presented ao far, which are not derived from

theory except in an Informal aenae. the capital aaaet pricing model (CAfM) ia

a true theoretical model, result mg from reasoning from a set of assumptions.

The derivation can be found in axoat finance textbooks. for example Sharp# a

Alexander (1990, ch. 8). The model la

K(Rlt» " "ft # °llI<Rmt) " *ft'* <4'

where E (R . t) is the expected or normal return on share I for time t, la
acme measure of 'the nek-free rate of interest) 4* ■<**■ measure of

the expected ret rn on the appropriate stock market and ft, ia the -ovarlknce

of with *-t over lose eat imet ion period (cov(Rlt, R^ 1) divided by thm
variance of R over that period (•2!R^t)|. The theory la that ex ante,

expected veluea of R„. and 6. determine 1(1^), but ox poet value# are usually
substituted as proxies. Rets la the model s measure of the r.ak of the share.
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and invittort «r« assumed to require and expect a higher (turn for nor* risk.

The abnormal rtturn on ihar* i for liaa t ;• by subtracting th*

actual raturn, f»it< from the expected return E(X The market •»»!<> 1 is a

a imp I a regression model. but It can ba viewed aa a version of the eAPM by

interpret mg In aquation (3) aa an estimate of Xft(l - n ^ . Tha formula
for 0L. cov(R^t> "mt)/•* ("jat) • !• aaaetly tha iim aa that required by tha

CAPM.

Studies of tha par foraanca of managed fund a commonly use tho CAl'M aa a

benchmark, aa doaa Dimaon 6 Marsha (1984) study of tha accuracy of analyst a'

foracaata of ahara returns. In tha latter, betas are estimated by s<(uat ion

(2) using monthly returns over five years before the start of the teat per led.

tha length of which varies with each forecast (usually one year). Analysts

were asked to forecast abnormal returns and these forecasts are then compared

with actual abnormal returns as measured by X , - E(X (), where E (X) is

given by equation (4).1

A variant of the CAPM which was developed by fame a Macbeth (19?))

starts with shares of different betas and then, for each month, regresses the

share returns for that aonth agalnat the betas. This has bee rase known as the

fama-MacBeth model. Expected returns on shars for a giver, tine are

K(Rlt) • «lt • o2tnu. (»)

where a., and a,, are crosa-aectl^nal regression coefficients for time t of

returns against beta and ft „ la the actual beta of share l at time t. tn this

model, a, le interpreted ae the return on a tero-beta portfolio, which

theoretically should equal the risk-free rate but was not found to, furtMr

details of this model are given In footnote 4,



In the control portfolio mod • 1, return* of a tout portfolio a« ■ compered

with thc«« of a control portfolio dseigned to h*v« the aame risk, iMt**ur*t) by

bat*. Abnormal raturn* *r* measured by subtracting control portfolio returns

from thoio of ths tost portfolio during the test period. for example,

f»einganum (1981) constructs portfolios, all designed to have a beta of one,

either from shares reporting unexpectedly high earnings par share (EPS) or

from shares with unexpectedly low EPS, and calculates the difference in

subsequent returns between high and low EPS portfolios.

It is well known that ex post betas do not explain much of the

difference between actual returns on shares or portfolios. for example, fama

and french (1992) find that the relation between A and average returns on ...

stocks for 1963-1990 is feeble, even when A is the only explanatory variable

(fama, 1991, p. 1592). This has motiveted the continuing search for

alternatives such as mult i factor models and consumption A (the s lope in the

regression of a share's rsturns on growth rates of per capita conaumption),

and some of thsss alternatlvsa may have aors explanatory po-wer . However, none

heve gained acceptance in empirical work, which if anything has become

increasingly standardised on use of the market model. The trouble seems to be

that no other model has been found for which there is both a theoretical case

and consistent supporting evidence.

for example, there is substantial evidence for a long term email

companies effect" - after adjusting for risk. share rsturns of smaller

companies are higher than of larger ones, so it is argued the* eapec«ed

returna should reflect thle too. tut this is not a-rely unsupported by any

theory i it is an efficient markets 'anomaly*. Identification of the site

effect is credited to 8ana (1981) and papers which discuss its impact include

Dimson 6 Harsh (1986) and Chopra. Lakonishok a fitter (1992). In a a .emery of
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* P*P*r on stock Mf*#t response to »nooMncea«r.t« Of dividend cuts, Nsr »h

writes "abnormal returns are defined simply as actual returns (capital gsins

plus dividends) lass the rsturna on a control group of compsnies of similar

sirs' (financial Times, 12 August 1992). This rwuini an unusual definition,

for a review of anomalies and models of sspocted returns, see Pams (1991).

3. SlouUtion emriseati

In this section, we outline the construction of studies which use

simulated data to teat different methods, and which will t»e referred to in the

following sections. The most well-known studies are probably those by Hi own a

Warner (1980, 198%) j several others have appeared since they were published.

In both, they construct 250 sample portfolios each of 10 shares randomly

selected with replacement. The 1980 study uses asonthly data. for each share

a hypothetical event month is randomly selected from months between June 19*4

and March 1968 and the same level of positive abnormal monthly return (eg Ik)

la artificially added to the actual return of each ehare in that month.

Market model coefficients are estimated using 79 monthly observations of the

share's returns from the University of Chicago's Centre for Hesearch in

Securities Prices (CPSP) and of returns on the CPr.P egualiy weighted imles

from month -89 to month -11, with the event month being 0. The 19H5 study ie

similar but uses daily CASP returns. Hypothetical events could occur between

3 July 1962 and 31 December 1979. with the event day ae 0, the estimation

period is day -244 to -6 (239 observations. If svsi Isbie | snd there 1 e an

•vent period from -5 to •%.

Both studies test the per fonuncs Of the average return, 1 nde • and

market sw>4eia for estimating eapected return# with, for each model, several

9



adjuetoent• and aignif icance casta. We refer to each model-adjust ment-1est

permutation as a method. The control portfolio and V x-t-a -Ka. not h a*>dele at a

also too tad m the monthly raturna study (1990). far formance la toauj under

a variaty of circumetances< with smaller sires of sample portfolio than 90

•haras, diffarant taata of aign1fIcanca. event day uncertainty. all ahaiao in

a portfolio having tha same avant data ( 'cluatsring*) Instead of dlf fat ant

ones, a valua weighted Inataad of an afqual ly weighted lndo«, ad )uo< *.on» a for

non-aynchronoua or thin trading and for autocorreletion of arrora.

Dyckman, Phiibrick t Staphan ( 1994) carried out similar aaparlaanta

mdapandantly of Brown 6 Warner, using CUSP daily data and 290 sample

portfolios to taat tha first thraa medals undar a similar array of

circumstances. Tha most notable dlffaranca 1 a that tnair estimation period 4#

divided and Includas observations after tha test period if r days • '.0 to •12'))

aa wall as before (-120 to -60). Also modal coefficients are estimated using

returns over consecutive thraa or five day periods aa well as dally returns.

Another aa)or study, by Collins 6 Dent (1994). is diffeient in approach,

Inataad of starting with real returns and adding abnormal performance, weakly

rsturns of hypothetical shares in portfolios of ten are artificially generated

as follows. Consider tha right hand aide of equation (2), o. •

first, artificial value# are inaerteds a • 0.001 for each share) ft. ranges

from 0.6 to 1.5 in increments of 0.1. Then *a. is drawn from actual weekly

closing values of the Mew fork Stock Sachsnge (MYSt) indes (a value weighted

indea) from July 1975 to August 1977. is randomly generated within

parameters for variance and covarlance which are preset. This cocktail

produces hypothetical observations of > { which are then >«ed to calculate cow

leset sgusres est mates of a^and the variance of the error, m *.

10



Collin* 4 Dent'a »ia l a not to teat tfio per fora*nca of dl f t«r«n(

•ati.A4ti.on mode 1 a but to teat four procedures for calculating teat atatiatiea

for average abnormal raturna, all uatng the market model. ICO aimulatlona ara

carriad out and in aach caaa tha eatimatlon period la tha firat 100

-obaarvationa' and tha taat pariod tha next fiva. Ax wall aa introducing

abnormal raturna in tha taat pariod. Collina 4 Oant introducs varioua levela

of arror tarn croaa-corralatton and highar lawala of error variance in tho

•vent pariod than in tha aatimatlon pariod.

*• Choice of nodal

4.1 Coapariion of arodela

Table 1 auouca r i •• a the raau It a of t e at a by varioua reaearchera of

detection of abnormal raturna uaing the market model compared with other a

node 1 a of ahare raturna. In Brown 4 Warner"a eapariment a. reeulte for the

index modal and market modal ara aimilar, while the average return model

performa badly whan event dataa are the aaaa, but otherwiae comparably. The

overall conclusion from their monthly raturna paper ia that 'beyond a simple,

one-factor market modal, there la no evidence that more complicated

aathodologiea convey any benefit' (p. 249), and thia it confirmed for daily

raturna in their 1985 paper. it ia also confirmed by Dyckman at al who report

that 'the market modal perforata aigntfleantly better (at the 5* level)' than

• ither tha index or average return aode 1 a. but that the difference does tv<»«

•ppear to be important tine* the rejection percentages are guile cloee in ail

caaea' (p. 15). Their reauita ara not affected by eatiaatiik) ■ oefficlent a

from raturna over three or five day perioda rather than aingie daya.
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1*6It 1

gvi—nr fff si. sark.at j»4»i agalBtt ythar iK»<Jei» sf shats tetaiae

Market model: AH • 8
it - (a ^ • *V *B,)

Compared with:

Index sod*1: " R^c - >

Result 9 similar; market nodal slightly store powerful.

Average return: * *. c " ®,
Market model more powerful when shares have a a .-.o event dates. niased results
during bull and bear markets.

CAPM: ARlt - R^ - <Rf ♦ fl^R^ - R^J,
Results different.

Pama-MacBeth model: A8
, - R „ - (a,. • a.,.1 , |

where a,„ and a.,,. are coefficients of a regression of returns against betas
for time t. Results different (Brenner): results similar (Brick et si).

Control portfolio: AR_. • R - R„„ .pt pt CI

where Ris the return on control portfolio c. designed to have the same bets
as p. Market model sort powerful in some circumstances.

See section 4.1 for sources of these results.
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Kruegsr 6 Johnson (1991) g<« the P-ratlo instead of the t-statletic to

teat the significance of abnormal returns arising from three efficient market

anomalies using the indea and beta-adjusted models, the latter being the

Market model without the a tens, le k*it * *lt - The results from the
two are similar but by no means Identical. However, It is impossible to say

which model is performing 'better* in this contest, since the true aatent of

abnormal returns is unknown. This comment is applicable to comparisons of

methods in any actual event study, as opposed to a simulation.

Brenner (1979) tests five models including the market, Imles and capital

asset pricing models. He conducts a stock split study similar to that of r*aa

st al (1969) and compares the results of the five model* each using the same

data. for the second year after the split only, there are 'relatively small*

but statistically significant differences between cumulative monthly abnormal

returns as measured by the market and indea models compared with the other

three. No explanation Is offered for this, but Brenner speculates that in

some studies, 'the differences (between models) may be large enough to make

definite conclusions about market efficiency dependent upon the ... e»dei that

Is ussd' (p. 927).

This possibility is realised In Brick, Ststnan fc Heaver's (19B9) study

of abnormal returns availabl# from following the trades of insiders from dune

1976 to July 1979. They use five estimation models; the fam*-Mar Beth, atriat,

indea and average return models and the CAN in the form of Jensen's ( 1 Baa t

performance index." The data used are CB£P eonthiy share and value weighted

indea returns. The Models tend to produce abnormal returns of the «»*a sign

but these are not statistically significant for the CAfit and average return

model whereas they are for the other three. for e■*«p;e, cumulative abnormal

return# ovr eleven months starting the month after insider* sold shares are

13



-1.87* viainq the CAI>M (t-etatietic not given bet not significant) but -a,JO*

with a t-#t*tlatic of -10.99 ualng th« market model. Seyhun (1986), however,

flnda that abnormal returns following maidar trading are greater using the

CAPM than the market model.

Though Brannar and Brick at al euggest that choice of modal matteis more

than do Brown 6 Warner and Oyckman at al, whara they toat tho «<um models

thaaa studies ara largaly conaiatant. All four find that tha market and indea

modal a glva aimilar raaulta. This la not surprising aince the indea model la

a special caaa of tha markat modal with a • 0 and A • 1, and moat portfolios

not salactad with rsfsrsnce to a factor associated with risk will have a beta

fairly close to ona.

As regards tha average return modal, this la not tested by Irenner while

Brick at al note that their results (insignificant abnormal returns) are

consistent with those of Brown 6 Warner because of this estimator's poor

performance In detecting abnormal returns whan events share the same date.

Tha superiority of the market over tha average return model in this contest is

because markat modal errors of shares in each sample portfolio are much lese

croaa-corralatad than are discrepancies from tha mean, ao the variance of

market modal portfolio residuals is lower than tha variance of portfolio

raturna. Klein 6 Kosenfeld (1987) use simulation to show that the average

return modal, but not indea or markat model, produces upwardly biaaed abnormal

returns during a auil aarkat and downwardly biaaed abnormal returns during a

bear market, ao thia is a further reason for caution regarding the average

return sods1.

Sot h Brenner and Brick at al report at at let leally significant

differences between result# us ing the market model and t be CAfw. which is not
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tested by Brown fc M»rn«r or Oyckman •( «k. This is the ma in reason for the

difference of opinion regarding importance of choice of model. Beaults of the

studies also diverge for the Fama-HacBeth model. Brown 6 Warner (l'»6Q) report

little difference between result* using this and the market model under a

variety of conditions, and this is consistent with Brick et al. However,

Brenner reports a small but statistically significant difference between the

wrist and Fama-MacBeth models and little difference between the latter and

the CAPM, which is inconsistent with Brick et al.J

The important point from Brenner and Brick et al is the apparent differ¬

ence in results for the two most widely used models, the market model and the

CAPM. Ball fc Brown (1966) used both mo-dele in their awtinsl teat for monthly

abnormal returns around announcements of uneapected changes in profit, but

report that they produced results 'essentially the same' (p. 164), It la

perhaps a pity that Brown 6 Warner or Dfiuun et al did not include the CAPH

in their experiments. Its use as a benchmark has been deseed Inappropriate in

some circumstances. Simeon 6 Harsh ( 1986) and Ssyhun (1966) note t he' market

model abnormal returns are much less prone to bias due to the sire effect

(because a share with high returns has a high regression constant). Chopra et

al (1992) show how the finding of 'numerous empirical studies that the return

per unit of beta risk is less than - ft, required by the CAPH can distort

results when portfolios under study have very different betae.

Finally we consider the control portfolio model. This a teeted by

Brown 6 Warner (1960) by constructing portfolios with sn estimated beta of one

and comparing their return# with return# on the market. peaulte f r<a» this

method ere similar to those from the market isxxSel using an equally weighted

indca, but exhibit over-reject ion of the null hypothesis when a value weighted
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index la used. Performance la alec poor «hen shares are clustered by tiai,

both for high and lex beta portfolios. (All the models perform better with

low than with high betaa because error warlancea are lower with low betas.

This at least partly explains the finding of earlier research that abnormal

returns are negatively related to risk.)

The main conclusions up to this point are that the different models

produce similar but not identical results and that the market model is the

most reliable in the sense that, across each of the range of circumstances

tested, it is always at least as powerful as the best alternative. This is

consistent with Beavsr's (1981) comparison of the econometric properties of

several models. The average return model, though aimple, should he avoided

when event dates are shared or when events are in bull or bear markets.

4.2 Choics of earkst Index

There is some evidence in Brown a Warner s studies that choice of market

Index affecte the performance of the market model. St generally (Mir forma

slightly better with the squally weighted than with the value weighted Iodea.

and the difference la significant when event dates are shared becauas of lower

cross-correlation of rssiduals with the equally weighted index |m section

5.1). However, Krusgsr 4 Johnson (1991), testing efficient market, an*eta 1 lee.

obtain similar results using the CA5P equally weighted indea and the erst

composite index (value weighted); ther-» are differences, but they believe that

'anomaly research findings are generally robust to market surrogate selection

(p. 5'9).

Thompson (19S8) uses simulation with daily data to compere «h» standard

market model with a version in which the appropriate industry indea is
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iubst ituted for th« market index and with a two-factor ver a ion in which the

industry index la Included with the market index. The reeulta are

sufficiently similar for Thoeipaon to atate that "it doeen't mm to matter

which model la used" (p. 80), though he doe# not •itatna the ease in which

•vent dates coincide. He also reports that It make# little difference whether

simple or compound returns are used (as do Hall fc Drown, 1968, and Drown a

Warner, 1985), and whether returns associated with extraneous events (to the

one In question) are deleted.

1.3 Estimation and event periods

In practice, estimation periods range from 100 to 300 days for dally

studies and from 24 to 60 months for monthly studies (Peterson, 1989, p. )«j

lengthening the estimation period involves a trade-off between greater

precision of estimation of a and ft and these coefficients becoming more 'out

of date*. In some studies the estimation period comea on both sides of or

after the event perlod if the pre-event period is unusual in some way (eg

JUkkelson t Partch, 1986j see footnote 6) or If pre-event and post-event model

coefficients are expected to differ, for example with a change in gearing (eg

Hasulis, 1980). Corrado i 11vney (1992) compare, by simulation, results from

three test statistics using pre-event estimation periods of 219, 89 and 39

leys. These are the t-test given in equation (8) (p. 19 below) and a sign and

rank test (pp. 31-32). They were 'virtually unaffected' by an eat imat ion

period of 89 instead of 239 days, and a 39 day period produced 'only a slight

leterloration of performance' (p. 477), so 100 days or more oo«s*.o safe.

Identification of the correct event date is, of ct>-->r ■", ' rvial in event

studies. Choice of surrounding event period will depend very much on what la

Seing studied. Two day event windows common If the event date • an =

**t«rminmd with precision, supplemented by cumulative abnormal re* >rn« for
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longer per lode before end after. Hot turprlaingly, the ehorter the e/ent

period, the easier it le to identify eny tbnoret 1 return proeent (Oyrkman et

• 1, 1984| CUiCoek et *1, 1991). If there re uncertainty ee to the event

date, Dyckman et al find thet accumulating abnormal returne 1e preferable to

chooeing one of the daye at random ae the event date.

There ie the further problem of what to do about •contaminating' event a

within event per lode, le news diet met fro* the event in question which may

affect the ehare price. Unrelated nevi ehould have a aero effect on average

over a large sample, ae Thompson ( 1988) finds. But some events may be

systematically linked with others, for example news of an acquisition together

with a ehare or bond isaue or new loan. The ueua 1 treatment ie to report

reeulta for both full (contaminated) and uncont ammated samples. But stock

markets have many sources of information, while checks for coniaminst mg news

are usually restricted to a search of the Wall Street Journal or financial

Times index, so decontammet ion may be pert 1*1. (See Wright t Croft, lilt,

and Thompson, Olson 6 Dietrich, 1987, for mveetigstions of the information

disseminstion process in the USA.)

»• Choice of sstl—tion procedure sad »A«Qi.li.canc* i«al

A wide variety of approaches can be and have been taken to measuring the

significance of estimated abnormal returns. «• shell present some of these

and indicate which lead to improvements in performance and in what

Circumstances. In this section abnormal returns are assumed to be estimated

using the msrket model.
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•L - V((l/T-2) £ «Lt2) (*)

5.1 Initial coapt r i ton of eetboda

Moat atudlas ara concerned with tha af fact of iuaw event or invaatMnt

rula on many iharai, ao it ia uaually tha caaa that average abnormal returns

(arrora) for ona or mora portfolio* of N aharna ara calculated and taated for

aignificanca by tha t-taat. Tha question ia how the taat at atlatic la arrived

at. Ona approach la to atandardlaa each ahara'a abnormal return by it a

estimation period atandard arror of regression, a , resulting in a

atandardiaad arror, SEj

"it " #it/Bi' <*>

whara

T

£
t»l

and T ia tha nunoar of octarvat ion* (daya, months etc) in the eat ;aat ion

period. Standardised arrora ara comparable in terms of aignificancej each has

an axpactad mean of cero and standard deviation of (very close to) one The

mora volatile a share, tha larger an abnormal return has to be to reach a

given level of aignif icanca. The average standardised error for tine t i AsK^, |

has, applying the Central Limit Theorem, a atandard deviation of a(ftK)/vM,

whara e(S£) ia the atandard deviation of the SEs. But aa thia equals one, the

teat atatiatic ia simply

ASEt - 0 • vM(ASEt), or (•)
a(SE)/VW

M M

|I/H| £ SE.t/(i/v») • £
!•! l»l

Call thia the ihare time aeries method. It la used by &y« an an et al and ia

similar to the main teat in Brown a earner (1BB0).
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Second, sample or portfo1lo errors, the tv*r«g« of the constituent

shares' errors for esch t lee t. could bo treeted ss observations in their own

r l<jht to calculate a tiaa series standard deviation, s<e). On this view,

T
• (•) - 11/T-l| C |et - *|2|. (f)

t« 1

where p is the mean of the portfolio residuals over est mat ion period T and

N

•t " (1/W J t elt. (10)
1-1

Since e„, the portfolio error. Is treated as an observation rather than a iw»n

of a sample. It is simply divided by the standard deviation to produce the

test statistic e„/s<e|. Call this the portfolio ties series method, it Is the

Min test In Brown & Warner (19AS) and. for eaample, Jaffa's (19'4)4 and

Seyhun's (1986) studies on returns to trades by insiders use similar methods.

Third, observations at times other than t could be ignored, in which

case the shares' errors at tlas t are treated as a sample without further ado,

of which i, la the mean and s„ is the croaa-sectlonal standard deviation, ao

H

•t • r |elt - it|)J <H>
1*1

and the teat statistic is

in
St/v»

Call this the cross-sect loaal method. It is used, for esample, by Jmhoff a

Lobo ( 1964)5 and la one of the tests eaersinod by Collins 4 Dent .

For event periods of sort than one return interval, say one day, average

cumulative errors (fcC*.,) are formedi

la
ACt0 • t AXt, (U>

*1
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where AEt la tha average a:rot tor event day t and S 1 a the nwalar of event

daya between and including t, and t,. The test statistic for AC*0 la the «ua

of the dally teat statistics for tj to t,, whlchavar method la used to

calculata thmm. dividad by VD.6

It may ba asked in what circumstances aach of thaaa methods should be

uaad. It la a fact that tha variance of market seodei arrora variaa

conaidarably from ahara to ahara, which la good reaaon to use the share t ime

aarlaa method and tha evidence indlcatea that it providaa a powerful

significance teat In moat clrcuaatancea.

Tha portfolio time aariaa method does not adjust for different error

varlancaa; aach ahara'a abnormal return la given the as#*e weight in

determining tha portfolio'a abnormal return. But it doe a allow for ahara

raturna and arrora not being independently d atributed because they are croas

correlated. Thia cauaaa tha atandard deviation of average arrora to be higher

than if individual errora were independently dlatrlbu< ed. Thue a teat which

aaaumea independence of individual arrora will overeatissia the significance

of average arrora by undereatiaating their atandard deviation. The greater

the croaa-correlat ion of returna of aharea in the portfolio, the higher the

atandard deviation of portfolio errors, eo thia set hod la preferable when

croaa-correlation exists. The croaa-aectlonal method doea not adjuat either

for ahara returna having different varlancee or being croaa-correlat»d but

doea allow for the variance of returna being greater in the teat period than

in the estimation period.

Croaa-correlat ion la poaaible when aharea have the same event and

estimation periods and likely when they are in the ism industry. wren errors

are estimated over the saaas chronological period and aharea are from the •«.-«
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industry, defined as a three digit Standard Industrial Classification (SIC)

category, Collins 8 Dent raport an average correlation coefficient of 0.18,

they use weekly CRSP returns over a 100 week period froe July H7S to June

1977 and * a value weighted portfolio*. The coefficient rises dramatically if

portfolio rather than share errors are considered, to 0.49 between portfolios

of five shares from the same industry and 0.88 between portfolios of ten. ft*r

portfolios of 50 randomly selected shares with the sane estimation period, the

correlation coefficient is 0.85. A significance test which does not account

for cross-correlation at any of these levels would tie virtually useless. for

example, Collins 8 Dent estimate that 'with a sample sice of 40 fires

exhibiting cross-correlation of 0.2 ... over repeated trials one would expect

the true null of p - 0 to be rejected roughly 29a of the time, even though

the nominal significance level is 0.05' (p. 54). The sample variance in thia

test is the simple average of the share resid al variances, which ignores

residual covariance (and is not one of the above methods).

However, in Brown 8 Warner's tests the performance of the ahare time

series method is little different whether randomly selected »h»i« in «a< h

portfolio of 50 have same the event dates not. This method doea not allow for

cross-correlation but it is 'negligible for randomly selected eecuritiee'

using an etjually weighted index (Brown 8 Warner, 1980, p. 2J5). This is not

so using a value weighted index, in which case 'Simula*ions of clustering ...

result in rejection rates under the null of about 15*' at the 0.05 level of

significance (p. 215). The reason for this is that the sample por*folios,

vith randomly selected shares, are dominated by the returns of «ma 1 !«r company

shares whereas a value weighted index reflects the returns on large companies

When small and large company returns differ, event dates are shared and a

value weighted index is used, crose-eorreiation of errors t an occur. 0y< hrnan
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et al report a ••-ail (10%) reduction in po-wer of th« um aarita met hod with

clustering and nota that this la Inconataiant with Brown % w*»ner. But,

•urprlaingly, thay do not atata whether they uae a value or equally weighted

index, ao It la not poaaibla to coaapara thi a reault with Brown b Warner'#.

Table 2 ahowe a coaapar laon of the ahara and portfolio t line aer lea

me t hod a ualng results from both Brown b Warner's atudlea (with the equally

weighted Index). The ahara tiaa aerlaa set hod la a>oro powerful for daily data

and of similar power for monthly. Though it a a awmea no croea-correlet ion. It

weights the abnormal return of each ahare separately by It a standard error

wheraaa the portfolio time aerlea set hod adjusts to cross-cor re 1 at ion but

gives equal weight to each abnormal return. Apparently the weighting of

abnormal returns yla Ida better results even when event dates share calendar

dates, for portfolios of shares from different industries. It ran also be soon

from Table 2 that, for a given level of abnormal return introduced on day 0

and month 0, the rejection frequencies using daily data are three - four times

greater than those using monthly data.

The dally returns study found that the cross-sectlonel method is also

less powerful than the share time series method unless error variance

increases (specifically, is doubled) during the event period, in which case

the ehare time series method rejects the null too often when it is true. This

result is supported by Collins b Dent and Boehmer. Kwsumeci b Poulsen (1991)j

the latter find that error variance increases of only one-and-a-ha!f times can

•till cause serious over-reject ion of the null with the ehsre time series

met hod.
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ZftkLs-2

Thi—rv of Brown and "iratr i rtmln aa ftftcktl *<»4«1 ldtAKJUti.Cfcl.iaft al

ilialllcta'L.AJ&aaietl rstarat

Proportion* of 250 portfolio*, each
*bnora«l return* *t the 5% level (one

Abnorma 1 return on day or eonth 0

A. Share time aerie* method:

teat statistic • vN(ASE„)

(i) Calendar date* differ

Daily data rejection rate

Monthly data rejection rate

(ii) Event date* share calendar date*

Daily data rejection rat*

Monthly rejection rate

B. Portfolio time eerie* eethodt
teat statistic » *„/■(*)

(I) Calendar date* differ

Daily data
rejection rate of null hypothesis
(no abnormal return)

Monthly rejection rate not given

(II) Event dates share calendar dates

Dally data rejection rate

Monthly rejection rate

of SO shares, eahibltlng significant
tailed test).

0* O.St l.ot 2.Ot

6.4% S3.2% 97.6%

4.4% 22.1%

8.0% 61.2% 96.0%

4.0% 23.2%

4.4% 27.2% 80.4% 99.6%

9.0% 39.2% 84.4%

S.6% 24.8%
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5.2 Prediction •rror td)u«ta«Bt

Equation (6) ia a crude method of atandard1aat ion. It la auio correct

to traat avant period arrora explicitly aa pradiction arrora, ao long aa I ha

avant period doaa not form part of tha estimation pariod. Each share's

pradiction arror ia atandardiaad to produce a atandardiaed prediction error

(SPE) aa followe:

SP,it " *it/Sit' (l3>

where

Sit " "i / 1 * 1 * <*»t " . <>«>

Tl Zi*.T '
Hara r is uaad to distinguish an obsarvation in the eatimation perlod, 6^ ia

tha mean market raturn in tha estimation period and T. ia the number of

obaarvationa in the estimation period for share i (they may differ from ahare

to share). Tha atandardiaation uaad in tha share time aeries method is a

simpler version of this. Equation (14) l# derived from eapresaiona for the »«e»

sources of inaccuracy in market aodai predictions. first, the true regression

line for the relationship between returns on the share and returns on the

market is unknown and only estimated from tha estimation period data. Second,

actual raturna may vary from expected raturna given the true regression line.

This source of arror can be due to any of tha reasona why changes in the

independent variable, J» , do not 'explain" changes in tha dependent variable.

The formal derivation can be found, for eaamplm, in faenta (5471. eh. 7).

Under the formula for S t, the earket mode 1 will he leaa accurate, and

«lt larger,

(1) the larger tha standard error of the regression, s,.j

(2) the shorter the estimation period, la the smaller ia T;j
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(3) the sea 1 ler t.l« dispersion of the explanatory *ar lable, *Wf. during the

estimation period;

(4) the larger the difference the ob«orv»d and Ui gattnauon

period Min.

Intuitively, it is clear why (1) end (2) should apply. (3) applies bacauss

the less the explanatory variable varies in the sample, the >ma1ler the rsnge

over which any relationship can be eat imeted. (4) assni that predictions fn*

the model are more reliable the closer la the observed 0 to its mean, 8^.
from the estimation period, because it Is around the mean that thete is eoet

evidence for the relationship. Hence, the further away from the mean, the

less reliable the prediction and the Iarger an error for it to he significant

As with the share time series method, SPEs are comparable in teima of

significance of deviation from :«ro and the test ststistic is

N

VN t ASPE,fc.
i-1

The difference is that S^t is a store accurate estimator of the etanderd
deviation of PE, t than is #L. Hifcketson fc Partch (19BA) use this «-»t homology
to examine the response to snnounce«ents of security issues.7 Cell it the

prediction error method. Though it is no* widely used, simulation evidence

ahows that the impact of the additional terms to a in equation (14) have a

negligible impact on resulta (Brown <• warner, 19BQ and 19<»tj Corrado, 19»"»;

Corrado 4 livney, 1992).

To cope better with event-induced increases in error variance, BoeNser

et al (1991) propose what they call a standardised croaa-aeet loeal serf hod.

Plrat SPEa are calculated, a# above (presumably ftts would do at well), then

the average event day SPE, ASPt.. i a divided by lit Cross-sectionsi atandard

deviation, s(SPE {)/V*. where a<SPC ,) ia the standard deviation of the SPKa,
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which will bo gr««t«r than it* eapmcted valve of one if error variance l*

higher In the event period than in the estimation period. Thie cure* the

problem of rejecting the null too often when it i• true, with little laaa of

•en* it ivity to the presence of abnormal returns, giving better result* than

the crosi-aectlonal method.

3.3 Generalised least squares estimation

The moat complete statistical procedure is to use generalised leaet

squares (GLS), in which each share's prediction error is standardised by

dividing it by a factor which reflects both the varitnce of its market model

residual and the covar lance of that residual with the residuals of other

•hares. Following Collins t Cent ( 1964). we can atart with a similar

expression for standardisation to equation (14). Let this be Cl(.

cu - slt/.i - J/ \ • • i>.t - (ID
Ti " *e>'

Instead of C^t being multiplied by §i# it is multiplied by C ehere
1*1

•
t) • (i/t-2) r I**»

f" 1

the estimated covariance between residuals of shares 1 sod ) (variance when l

• J) during period T. A varIance-covarlance «at r l ■ is estimated which has the

following elsstentit

CltClt*lJ CJtClt*Jl C»tClt*«i
CitC)tilJ C)tC)«*J3 *** C»KC)l#»)

citc»t*ie cjtcet# j cetc-t#e3
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The CLS procedure for eet imat ing ih« »v«r»i;« at andar d i eed pred let ion error fur

time t <ASPEt) involves weighting each error by the sum of the mve«eo of Ite

va r nr.cn piu# M-i covarlances and dividing tha aum of these vaight ad errors by

tha aum of thair weight a. So A3PE. la a weighted average in which tha higher

la tha variance of a share's raaiduala plue thair coveriancaa with the

raaiduaia of other sharaa, tha leas weight in tha average ita prediction error

haa. In tha time aerlaa and prediction error methods. each ahare'a prediction

arror la divided by a and S . reapact iva I y. both eat imatea of ita etandard

deviation. In the GJ.S method, each share a prediction error la divided by lie

variance plue N-l covarianca terms, which therefore dominate when f»»«i lance

ia non-nagligible. So the more croaa-corre1 at ion there le, the larger

(unweighted) prediction arrora have to be for hSPE, to be aignlfleant.

Coiiina 4 Dent alao ad)uet for any change in the var Iancae of or fore

generally between estimation period and teat period by multiplying the 0!.S

estimate of the variance of ASPE. by a factor f^' which la the eroea-

aectionai variance of errors for time t divided by the OLA variance of

estimation period raaiduaia. A value of one for f, * indicatee no difference

In variance; a value greater than one indicates higher teat period variance

Call the last two paragraphs the OLA method."

We have now considered ala method# of testing the significance of

abnormal returna and are in a position to summarise, in Table J, how each ia

affected by the variances of arror# differing from share to share, cross*

correlation of errors and shift in variance# between oatime*ion and event

periods. Only the performance of the CIS set hod can be eapected to be

sustained in the preaer.ee of any or all theee characterlatlca; the other four

cope with one or two each. *4t estimation of the var 1 ance --over i anre «.»• r I ■

In the CL-" method re-qulree that there be more obaereat lone for each share than
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there *r» shares in the a«sp.«. Thio can toe a problem in some at utiles, and

if n explanatory variables are uiad rather than the one in the market e»xte..

observations for each share number tng at least n times the number of shares

are required. Furthermore, to obtain accurate estimates which are not biased

downwards, many times more than these minima are required (see Bernard, I'lH?).

The author is not aware of a study which uses this method.

Significance testing methods in relation 19 characleriatlca ol eaihet model

IU9U

The table shows which characteristic each method can accoessods* e. ' Wo • means

that performance may be diminished should it obtain. Either the null
hypothesis is rejected too often for a given significance level 11 ype } error)
or the test is less powerful than the best alternative (type 2 error).

Hethod

Share time

series

Portfolio

time aeries

Cross-
sect tonal

Predict ton

•rror

Standardised
cros s- sect tons 1

Variances of
errors differ

Yes

Mo (type 2)

Mo (type 2)

Yes

Yes

Character 1stic

Errors are

cross-correlated

Mo (type 1)

Yes

Mo (type 1)

Mo (type 1)

Mo (type 1)

Shift in

varianee

Mo (type 1)

Mo (type 1)

Yea

Mo (type 1)

Ye»

CLS Yea Yes Tea
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Collins ( Dent's results confirm what wou Id be eapected « priori fro*

the design of esch method, «s shovn in Tsbi* 3.

(i) In the absence of crose-corrslst ion snd with ague 1 and constant error

variances between est l met ion snd test periods, all the tests perform similar¬

ly-

(ii) with cross-correlst ion of 0.2 or shore only the GL& and portfolio t ijm>

series methods, which account for It, are satisfactory. The prediction error

and cross-sectional methods underestimate the variance of average prediction

errors, causing the null hypothesis to be rejected too often.

(ill) With an increase in the variance of errors between estimation and test

periods, only the CIS method does not reject the null too often, and the

cross-sectlonsl method if there is no cross-correlstion.

(iv) with unequal error variances from share to share and no croea

correlation, the CLS and prediction error methods are of equal power and

superior to the cross-sections! and portfolio time series methods. With

crosa-correlacion as well, only the CIS and portfolio tine series method* do

not reject the null too often, and the latter is less powerful.

It should be remembered that the focue of this study le on the impact of

croas-correlation. Brown 6 Warner's evidence le thst if ehsree are randomly

chosen across industries, the impact Is very small even when event dateo are

shared. Collins 6 Cent do not test the share time series or standardised

cross-sectlonsl methods and Brown b Warner do not test the OL# method.

3.4 Won-parasetrlc tests

All the smthods we have considered so far apply the t-test to some

measure of abnormal return. Brown b Warner <19#0 and 1**3} report that the

sign and wi lcoaon test# are not a# well spec if led as the t-test. but many
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avent atudlea uae i«ch non-p4f».-«uic u#n, or «t 1 e * # t nota the proport ion

of poaitlve errort, in addition to »hd!ev»f parametric tearing pn>. e.lur« la

uaed. Recently roaearchera hava propoaed ra f mad non-paramotric teat* and

providad avidanca that thay par fori* batter than t -teat a.

The conventional aign and Wilcoaon teat a aaa^M that market ssodo 1 error*

In the abaanca of abnormal return* are dietrlbut ad aytnmetrIca11y around a mean

of zero, ao that thay alao hava a median of aero. In fact market model error*

are akewei allghtly to the right, ao the median la lea* than rero, meaning

that the non-paraaatric teat atatiatica will tend to be negative even when the

mean error la raro. Thia caueea undar-rajactlon of the null hypotheaia (firown

£ Warner, 1980 and 1985; Berry, Gal linger fc Menderaon, 1990). Cor redo a

livnay (1992) praaant a varaion of the algn teat in which the aign allocated

to an abnormal return la determined by It* difference from the ehare * time

aeries median abnormal return, rather than from rero. simulations euggeet

that thia revlaed eign teat la correctly tpmcified and of aiaiiar power to the

t-teat uamg the ahare time series method.

However, It la Corrado' a (1989) rank teat which may prove to be a

aign 1 f leant advance in event atudy methodology amce simulation evidence ao

far ahowa It to be more powerful than any alternative. The teat ia aimple and

doee not aoaume that abnormal return# are diatributed ayaweetrleally around the

mean. Eatirnation and event period errora are ranked for each ahare and the

average rank of all errora la aubtractad from the rank of the event day error

So poaltlve abnormal return on the event day tend* to he reflected in a higher

than avarage rank for that day'a error. producing a poaltlve average

difference acroaa all ahare# for that day. The teat at at lot ie la formed by

dividing thia average difference by the at andard deviation of average

difference* over the eatln-ation and event period#.
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Let the average difference for day t be hD^ .

N

- w* r (Kit - |(T*i)/21), (n>
1*1

where KLt is the rank of the ssarket ecde 1 error for share l on day tj

M la tha nuabar of aharaa In the sareple;

T la tha nuaibar of daya In tha aat l<*at ion and event j»or ioda.

Tha taat atatlatlc la

AOt/a(AD),

T

whara s(AD) - V(|l/T)( £ AT>t |2). OH)
C»l

If ao<na of tha aharaa hava aiaarnq raturna, this can t>a al lowed for by

dividing K „ by ona plus tha nu«ber of non-au as mg raturna for ahara i; tha

avaraga rank for aach ahara' a arrora i a than ona half instead of <T»I)/J.

Corrado (1989), Corrado fc Iivna y (1992) ar.J Haynaa u Runaey (19U) find by

simulation undar a variety of circumstances that tha rank taat ia more

powerful than tha (adjusted) sign teat and the t -teat using the ahara or

portfolio t km aariaa s&ethoda, though tha laproveaant a are typically marcme 1

o

(a few percentage points) . Corrado arguea that the superior specif i< at ion of

tha rank taat la a conaequence of non-noraa1ity in the distribution of dally

share returns and ear kat awde 1 arrora. It will be interesting to see if

further research confiraa tha superiority of the rank teat and if it starts to

be used In real event studies.

* • CMJCUULT SLMBMJlt JIBd ftlit-<i Ul«l

4.1 Crosa-correlatloe

Tha prob le<s of eroaa-correlat ion ia e»tenaiveiy discussed by Rernard

(198?), who analyses tha underseti«etion of residual variance by the croee-
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sectional asthod for the market mo-del and for 'croee-eect ional ret erne

studies' in which the model is of the form

it ot • ®l*it # Vit ' * ««' <1$>

where *it# * lt ere f irm-spec i f ic explanatory variables. He confirms the

context in which cross-correlation is likely to be sufficient to cause serious

underestimation, ie when event dates are shared and shares are drawn frost the

same industry. He also adde a further factori the observation interval of the

data (ie days, months etc). As the interval increases, so does cross-

correlation. For a large sample of individual shares, 'the mean intra-

industry cross-sectional correlation is only .04 when dally data are used< the

mean rises to .09 in weekly data, .18 in eonthly data, .24 in quarterly data

and .30 in annual data' (p. 10). The sample sire ranges from 1,0*0 for dally

data to 274 for annual and an industry is again defined as a three digit >IC

category. Bernard believes that small departures from weak form efficiency

are responsible for this phenomenon. However, "the degree of inter-tndustry

cross-sectional correlations is small relative to int ratndust ry correlations ,

ranging from 0.01 for dally data to 0.06 for annual (p. 11).

4.2 Beta estimates

6.2.1 Thin trading

Researcher a have been concerned about the effect on estimates of beta of

thin trading - shares trading infrequently during the day or not at ail on

some days, ao that share and market return intervals are non-eynchronou*.

Brown 6 Warner (i960 and 1965) test both the ftchole* 4 Williams (1977) and

0 inso r, ( 1979) adjustments, but they "convey no Clear-Cut iver-.afit in an o-»ent

study' (1965. p. if), even for a a am- ie of American Stock Kschamge i AKCX >
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(smaller company) shares. This result la Supported by Dyckman ml al (1994)

and Thompson (1988). Houavar, Brown fc Warner (1994) report that it la around

twice aa difficult to Identify abnormal returna of FKEX aharea because

realdual atandard deviations are higher.

Mclniah fc Wood (1986) directly teat the effect on beta estimates of five

adjustments for thin trading by constructing portfolios with the amw teturn.

and therefore the aame expected beta, but with aharea grouped according to

trading frequency, from least to moat. 3 la months of dally data for NTSK

aharea ara used to calculate mean OLS and adjusted betas of the shares in the

port fol los. The OLS mean betas range from 0.744 for the moat thinly traded to

1.494 for the moat frequently, a difference of 0.74. The moat effective

adjustment, Dimson's, reduces this difference to 0.44.

6.2.2 Beta stability

Event period betas may differ from estimation period betas and various

adjustments have been proposed. For example, Fa 1 ay a Lcwwenst * in (1994)

present evidence that betas and the variance of share prices are both higher

on the day of a dividend announcement and the day following than on other

days. They argue that, aa dividend announcement a are predictable evente. the

higher event period betas should be used In estimating abnormal returns.

It is known thst betas tend to regress towsrds their ««an of one,

Making adjustments for regression towards their wift reducea the dispersion of

betas and can signifleantly alter result a compared with non-ad jus*sent. For

esampls, Frueger 6 Johnson (1991), using 60 months dats to estimate historic

betas and a simple adjustment for their regression tendency# state that their

'results indicate that anomaly studies are sensitive to the Char s<-t er I sat ion
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of beta' (p. 578). The error in estimating uua due to this phenomenon can

be minimised by uring a split eat LMt ion period before and after the event

period and la a 1 so smaller the sore shares in the portfolio and the longer the

return interval (roster, Hanson and Vickrey. 2988).

Brown, Lockwood (. Lummer (1985) present a statistic for testing for a

significant change in market Model error variances and coefficients between

estimation period and event period. They note that the proportion of a sample

of shares exhibiting a significant change depends positively on the length of

event period chosen, and develop a switching regrsssion technique to eelect

optimal event periods on a ehare-by-ehare basis. This technique assumes that

the estimation and event periods constitute two different -regress ion regimes

and selects each share's event period to maximise the likelihood of

observations being allocated to the appropriate regime. Examining abnormal

returns over many months around a sample of 3'3 stock splits, in the manner of

Fama et al (1969), they conclude that optimal event periods 'are dispersed to

the extent that the imposition of a universal interval would indeed be

inappropriate' (pp. 325-6). Whether it is worth applying this technique

clearly depends on how long an event period is da letd necessary and how much

the variance of errors increases around the event) stock splits may be an

extreme case. (Fama et al note that the cross-sectional mean deviation of

errors is such higher than usual around the month of the split and is 'we;l

over twice as large as the corresponding average residuals.)

6.3 Bid-ask spread

Prices used to calculate share return# are closing tranaa«*t ione prices

which say be at market makers' bid or ask quotations or »«»wi«te in the

Middle (See Lease. Masuils 4 Page. 1991. p. 1530). On a sample of shares, the
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ivericjo closing prices should be »ppfo«.a.»te.y ths average of the midpoints

between the bid-as* spreads. However, tuns event# say cause a preJueiiiaiu'e of

closing prices at the bid or as* which will affect event returns but does not

represent a genuine price response. for eaample, Lease et *1 document a

negative average return on offering dates of seasoned share isaues in the U.'.A,

as do others. They argue that this is a result of temporary order flow

disruptions because "for a short period of t ime both a primary market and a

secondary market are open concurrently. As a result, many purchase orders

that normally would be routed to the secondary market are channelled to the

primary market where offer price discounts and exemption from brokerage fees

prevail. In contrast, sell orders continue to be directed esclueively to the

secondary market...' (p. 1524). They auggeat using midpoint bid-ask prices

and a day longer event window to remove the effect of thie temporary

disruption.

A different type of problem arises from many closing prices being at the

bid or the aak and hence not the 'true' price. This causee no>i« in the

aerlea of pricea which biaaea single per iod returns upwards {see al -use a

Stambaugh, 1983). The bid-aek spread, and mo the upward bias, are larger

relative to price for low-priced aharea, and this can aignifleantiy affect the

resulta of certain abnormal return studies. For e■amp1e, Conrad b Faul (1*91)

preeent evidence that much of the abnormal returns from bebondt b Thaler #

(1985) etrategy of buying aharea which have performed badly ('losers) and

selling those -hich have performed well ('winners) is due to estimating th»eo

year returns by adding 34 single period monthly return#, beceue# the 'loser#

have lower pricea than the -winners . so that the three year return

incorporate# 34 upward biases of losers relative to winners, Using a holding

period return produces different and more accurate results.
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i • ggjaslmipat

tvint study met hods srs worth rsviswing bsctuaa of their many variations

and thair vary wida application in actpirleal research. Thay continua to be

re f mad, and tasting via simulation saporimenta has twciaa a minor industry

since 1980. It may be helpful In conclusion to offer rec<«mmendst ions on the

main choices facing the researcher who wishes to carry out an event study.

Choice of model

The market model is now much the most commonly used model of eapectsd returns

in event studies and is the beat supported by the evidence. The CAfH la also

used in tests of investment rules and fund performance, which are not strictly

event studiee. As the CAPM and market model can produce different results,

both should be used In such taata.

Points to note:

The shorter the interval over which each return observation is measured

(daily, weekly etc), the easier It is to identify abnormal returns. So the

event date should bo Identified as precisely as possible and dally data used

If possible. Estimation periods of 100 days or son are sufficient for

accurate estimation of a and 0. though 200-100 days is sore common.

Thin trading does cause bias in beta estimates but adjustments for thin

trading make little difference to event study results. Other adjustments to

betas have been proposed, but not generally adopted.

Shares with contammst ing new# in the event period, distinct from news of the

event itself, are normally removed from samples.

Researchers should be aware of the possible impact on results of the sire

effect and other "efficient markets anomalies', and also of the bid ask

spread.
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Choico of ■ tgm f icance tost

This depends on the chirtettrliciei of market mode I errors tfs can conatJai

throe ictr.tr loo.

(i) Market modal errors are not cross-correlated and there re little or no

event period Increase In error variance.

Use the share time series method with a t-teat, or use Corrado's rank teat.

There Is no evidence that more complicated prediction error or CLS eatimation

increases the power of testa, though the prediction etror method is quite

widely used.

(11) Errors are not cross-correlated but there is an appreciable increase in

event period variance (one-and-a-half times or store).

Use the cross-sectional method or, better, Soehmer et al'a standardised cross

sectional method or the rank test. The unadjusted share time aeries method

will be mis-specifled (because it finds abnormal returns too often where none

exist) .

(ill) Errors are cross-correlated.

This will not occur unless events share the same calendar date and a ampie a ate

from the same industry. Use the portfolio t l«e series method.

1 wish to thank Andrew McCosh, Peter Moles, Journal editors Stuart Sayer and

Lea Ox ley and three anonymous referees for their helpful comments on earlier

drafts of this paper and Jake Anaei1 and. especially, John Sanaa ik for advite

on statistical points.
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Ettlftl

1. Ths r•«aori why Oision 4 Harsh th« Hrkat model la imoioai imj,

Chough not relevant co note other studies. 'for stocks which perforated well

(poorly) during tha eitiiutlon period, a, will be projected to !>« poaitiwe

(negative); and aince favourable (unfavourable) performance doee not (eretat

in weak-form efficient oarketa ... the a,t can be predicted to be negative

(poaitive). The market model would thua provide a guite inappropriate

benchmark, aince analyata who a imply predict trend reveraala will alwaya

appear to have poaitive forecaatlng akllla' (p. 1264). Jensen ( 1 *>*»*>) and

Brown 4 Warner (1986) do indeed find email negative firet order

autocorrelation of market model reaiduala of -0.063 (annual data) and -0.0?1

(daily data). In a comprehensive teat Of efficient mar Set a hypolhea1 a

anomalies using monthly data. Jacobs and Levy (I960) found that 'residual

reversal' was statistically very significant and by far the moat powerful

affect* (p. 30).

2. Jeneen (1966) measures the performance of 116 managed funde. The

following regreaaion mode; it estimated for each fund J using as many year• t

of annual data as srs available for each fund from 1946 to 1964i

V - "ft * °j • V-t -*ft» # #jt* <J0>

Abnormal performance is measured by a, and la teated for significance by the t

test; a, is Jensen's performance Indea.

3. The explanation may be that Brenner usee a different version of the

fama-KacBeth model.

4. Jaffe ( 1934) measures the abnormal returns earned by C«)»r.y insiders

earn on their share trades. Boreal returns are estimated using the P am* -
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XacBeth mod*l, equat ion (5). 7h* a value* are !»*en from F *»* 4 NtcBat h

( 1973). 7h*y divide share* on ths Mew Tor* Stock Caching* into 30 portfolio*,

ranked by bet* *atimatsd ov*r a four y**r period using monthly rat urn* data.

Portfolio bat** «r* caIculetsd by taking th* simple av*rago of the beta* of

constituent *har*s, estimated over th* noat flva year*. 7hi* proce-lur* la to

eliminate th* following bias: 'In a cross section of 0,, high observed fl. tend
m

to be abov* th# corresponding true 0^ and low observed !), tend to be below th*

true A^. Forming portfolios on th# basis of ranked thus causes bunching

of positlv* and negativ* sampling errors within portfolios' (p. *19). Since

the rankings are determined by the first estimation but the betas used by the

second, th* sampling errors in the second do not affect the rankings. For

each month after the second, five year estimation period, a cro**-j|fH f ion* 1

regression is carried outi

V " d0t * *itnp,t-i * V' l2U

where Rpt is th# return on portfolio p in month t and A^ t_j is the portfolio
0 for the previous month which may change due to delisting*. Also A# for

individual shares sr# 'updated' each year after the end of the estimation

period by adding that year's data to th* data used to estimate As. Cach of

th* tasting periods lasts four years.

So th* a values in Jeffs'* model vary month by month. Me construct*

portfolios of shares which have been traded by insider* during a certain

period (eg Kay-June 1962) and teste whether observed B are significantly

different frost eapected P., frost the atodel for aeanths during and surrounding

this event period.

7h* prediction errors (e^» of each insider trad# portfolio ar#
standardised by dividing them by th* standard deviation ' 8C ) of the monthly
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error* for that portfolio ov#r 50 Month* up to and including the la*t month of

the event period;

SPEpt • v/80p. *"»

where S?E^t la the standardised prediction error for portfolio p at m< ith t.
The teat statistic for the average standardised prediction error is

ASPEt/(s/Vn) - Vn(ASPEt) , (22)

because a equals one; n is the number of portfolio* in the sample.

5. Imhoff 4 Lobo (1984) investigate whether abnormal return* on share*

occur during months when analysts revise their forecast* pertaining to those

shares. Market model coefficients are eatimated using monthly returns for S4

months preceding each forecast revision. For each month t, average abnormal

returns (w„) are subtracted from abnormal return* on each share 1 o

ensure zero average cross - sectiona 1 abnormal returns for the sample in that

month; w^t « R>t ~ 'al * °i*«t'* share's measure of abnormal returns,

w
t - J . is standardised by dividing it by Its standard deviation,

nt
•t(w) - V(((l/nt-l)| t (wle - it)2). (24)

l-l

Shares are grouped into upward and downward revision samples, the mean

standardised abnormal returns for which are tested for significance.

6. Salinger (1992) notes that serial correlation of estimated errore can

cause serious undsraat imat ion of the variance of cumulative errors if the

event period approaches the length of the estimation period, resulting in

overstatement of the significance of cumulative errors. Me preasnti an

alternative formula for estimating their variance. Irovn 4 Warner (J "»••">)

report that mean mar set model errors eshlbit negative serial correlation. b-,t
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that "the benef its froa autocorrelation »d)u*(a«nta a) j«a» to lx> tp.

20) for an event period of eleven daye.

7. The firat use of the prediction error method in finance raaaarch la

credited to Patell (1976). Mikkelaon and Partcha estimation period Of 140

trading daya begina 21 trading daya after the announuaaant date * because many

typea of aecurity offerlnga follow a period of atatiat ice 11y significant

abnormal returna* (p. 40). Data from thia period may therefore produce biaaed

aatimatea of a and 0. for each ahare they calculate dally predict ion errore

over an event period that begina 60 trading daya before the announ< e**ent and

anda 20 trading daya after laauance or cancellation. Each prediction error la

atandardiaed by dividing it by the express ion in equation (14) to produce an

SPE. The teat atatiatic for each event day t la *»<A3PKT), aa in equation*

(8) and (23).

8. Thompaon (198S) arguea that the natural way of measuring event period

abnormal returna for a aample of aharea from the per apect1ve of "cleeelrei

econometric theory" is to eatimate the aet of equations of the following type

ueing Joint generalised least squares i

Rlt " ai * fllRmt ' YlAlt # *lt' i2%)

where 6., Is a dummy variable which equals 1 if time t la an event day or

month for ahare i. and 0 otherwise)

y, la the estimated abnormal return for each event day/ewmth.

This la a aet of seemingly unrelated regressions, one for each share in the

sample. Thompson coeaantl that 'parameter estimation rsmrlty by security i«

equivalent to OL5 estimation of the entire eyetem. In eomparieon to OLD with

I (the variance-cover lance sat ri«{ known. Old) is less efficient »ut when £

is estimated, the improvement of estimated Gi,E le less obvious and on
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the tradeoff b«cu«an aatisation errors end the true departure from the OtS

assumption" (p. 161). In feet KiUttit* (1986), using simulation, find# OUS to

be no more powerful then the ehere time eerie# method or OUS eetimetion of v ,

for samples of randomly selected shares and event dates.

9. for the case of an event period increase in variance. Corredo 6 Slvney

(1992) compare the share time series method, Boehmer et a 1 ' a standardised

cross-sectional method and the rank test with and without a cross-sectional

variance adjustment. The rank test with a cross-sectlonal variance adjustment

is derived as follows. for the estimation period, market model errors for

each share are standardlaed, as In squation (6), by their time series standard

error, giving a series of St ,s. For the event dey, the SK , is divided by the

cross-sectional standard deviation of SE , far that day, a(8X , |/>*. The

ranks used in the rank tast are then derived from the estimation period ••rl»»

SE^„s together with SE „/(s(3E tJ/^") for the event day. Corrado 6 Iivney

find that 'when an event date variance increase is likely, correct

specification of the t-teet requires that a cross - sectiona1 variance

adjustment be implemented. For the rank teat, in contrast, a variance

adjustment appaers to be unimportant in testa for positive abnormal

performance, but necessary in tests for negative abnormal performance* (p

477).
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